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ABSTRACT
Roadmap-Based Techniques for Modeling Group Behaviors in Multi-Agent Systems.
(May 2012)
Samuel Oscar Rodriguez, B.S., Texas A&M University
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Nancy M. Amato
Simulating large numbers of agents, performing complex behaviors in realistic
environments is a difficult problem with applications in robotics, computer graphics
and animation. A multi-agent system can be a useful tool for studying a range
of situations in simulation in order to plan and train for actual events. Systems
supporting such simulations can be used to study and train for emergency or disaster
scenarios including search and rescue, civilian crowd control, evacuation of a building,
and many other training situations.
This work describes our approach to multi-agent systems which integrates a
roadmap-based approach with agent-based systems for groups of agents performing a
wide range of behaviors. The system that we have developed is highly customizable
and allows us to study a variety of behaviors and scenarios. The system is tunable
in the kinds of agents that can exist and parameters that describe the agents. The
agents can have any number of behaviors which dictate how they react throughout a
simulation. Aspects that are unique to our approach to multi-agent group behavior
are the environmental encoding that the agents use when navigating and the extensive
usage of the roadmap in our behavioral framework. Our roadmap-based approach can
be utilized to encode both basic and very complex environments which include multi-
level buildings, terrains and stadiums.
In this work, we develop techniques to improve the simulation of multi-agent
iv
systems. The movement strategies we have developed can be used to validate agent
movement in a simulated environment and evaluate building designs by varying por-
tions of the environment to see the effect on pedestrian flow. The strategies we develop
for searching and tracking improve the ability of agents within our roadmap-based
framework to clear areas and track agents in realistic environments.
The application focus of this work is on pursuit-evasion and evacuation planning.
In pursuit-evasion, one group of agents, the pursuers, attempts to find and capture
another set of agents, the evaders. The evaders have a goal of avoiding the pursuers.
In evacuation planning, the evacuating agents attempt to find valid paths through
potentially complex environments to a safe goal location determined by their envi-
ronmental knowledge. Another group of agents, the directors may attempt to guide
the evacuating agents. These applications require the behaviors created to be tunable
to a range of scenarios so they can reflect real-world reactions by agents. They also
potentially require interaction and coordination between agents in order to improve
the realism of the scenario being studied. These applications illustrate the scalability
of our system in terms of the number of agents that can be supported, the kinds of
realistic environments that can be handled, and behaviors that can be simulated.
vTo dad, you taught me the value of an education.
To mom, for always telling me to do my best.
To Pat, I think you believe in me more than I deserve.
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Simulating large numbers of agents, performing complex tasks that include interacting
with each other in realistic environments is a difficult problem with applications in
robotics [1, 2], computer graphics and animation [3, 4, 5]. A multi-agent system can
be a useful tool for studying a range of situations in simulation in order to plan and
train for actual events [6, 7, 8]. Systems supporting such simulations can be used to
study and train for emergency or disaster scenarios including search and rescue [6],
civilian crowd control [9], evacuation of a building [10, 11] or city block [12], and
many other immersive training situations. Additionally, such systems can be used
to improve and validate the design of a proposed building and see the effect that
obstacles and building design can have on the overall flow of agents [13, 14].
Multi-agent systems vary depending on the realism of the environments that can
be studied, the diversity of the agent populations, the effectiveness of the behaviors to
capture real-world reactions [15, 16], and the level at which the scenario can be tuned
to match the actual scenarios being modeled [11]. Behavioral based simulations allow
for someone to study the result of agents performing certain behaviors, without having
to see this behavior in practice. For example, someone training for an emergency
evacuation of a building scenario could test the effect of placing directors at certain
locations in the environment on the overall evacuation. In a rich simulation setting,
the trainee could also test the effect on the evacuation planning strategy as the level
of panic of the evacuating agents varies. In a search and rescue training scenario, a
group of emergency responders could test search strategies in a simulated environment
The journal model is IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control.
2in order to find people in need of assistance as quickly and efficiently as possible. The
search of an environment is one aspect of the pursuit-evasion problem. Ideally, the
simulated behaviors would relate closely to the reactions that would occur in the
real-world.
There has been significant work in simulating large numbers of agents in an en-
vironment where the agents are performing basic tasks, such as moving from one
location to another [4, 5, 17]. These approaches generally have the goal of study-
ing the local motion and planning of agents moving in a crowded setting. Many
approaches also make simplifying assumptions when encoding the environment. For
example, for pursuit-evasion, approaches often limit the environment to being polyg-
onal [18] or encode it with a cell-based decomposition [19]. While the scenarios in
evacuation planning can include many agents, the environments are often restricted to
two-dimensions [10], simplified network graphs [20] or cellular-automata (CA)-based
approaches [21]. While these simplifications can allow for more complete strategies
to be developed, they restrict the realism of the environments that can be studied.
In general, there is less work on many agents in realistic environments, interacting
and performing complex behavior.
This dissertation describes our general approach to multi-agent systems which
was developed to address a number of research needs. Our approach enables us to
to handle realistic, complex environments and different scenarios within the same
general framework. The framework allows for a variety of pluggable behaviors to be
studied under different environmental and agent conditions and is tunable to a wide
range of situations. This is important as many approaches are specifically targeted to
a single scenario. We also rely on an underlying grouping of agents which is beneficial
for scalability, coordination and for equipping different sets of agents with their own
capabilities, behaviors and roles.
3A. Research Objective and Contributions
In this work, we describe a system for multi-agent simulation that integrates a
roadmap-based approach with agent-based simulations. Our motion planning inspired
approach to agent simulation has extensions to simulating the agent’s perception and
in improving agent behavior. The main contributions of this work are:
• A roadmap-based approach for agent navigation in complex environments with
distinct groupings of agents.
• Techniques to measure and study agent movement and environmental impact.
• Clearing, searching and tracking strategies for multi-level structures.
• Tunable pursuit and evasion behaviors in realistic scenarios.
• Evacuation planning strategies with coordination.
The framework we have developed that integrates roadmap-based motion plan-
ning with multi-agent systems allows us to study problems in much more complex
environments than are traditionally considered (Chapter III, [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27]).
The roadmap encodes potentially complex environments and basic environments in
the same way. It consists of areas that are considered valid placements for agents,
called nodes, and valid transitions between nodes, called edges. Agents can then use
this roadmap when navigating through the environment by querying the roadmap for
a valid path from some start location to a goal location. This general framework has
allowed us to extend our work to these more interesting environments since the agents
only use the paths as a guide through the environment. We also abstract the idea
of individual agents to groupings where agents are in fact a group and can belong to
distinct groups within the simulation. An individual agent is then a group with no
4subgroups. This concept is useful when considering arbitrary hierarchies of groupings
with distinct sets of capabilities, behaviors, roles and knowledge of the environment
within each grouping. It is also important for scalability and coordination within a
group. This general idea of a group also allows for behaviors to be developed for a
group which is then applicable to a single agent or groups of agents with similar goals.
We have developed metrics to evaluate our agent movement model (Chapter III,
Section C). This is done by relating agent density to speed and flow of agents moving
through certain areas. One motivation of this is to show that our model of agent
movement and navigation correlates to traditional motion principles. We also use
this model to show how changes of the environment can effect the flow of pedestri-
ans exhibiting an evacuation behavior. These motion metrics could be used when
directing agents to improve flow or to evaluate evacuation.
Within our roadmap-based framework we have been able to develop a number of
techniques for searching, clearing and tracking in multi-level structured environments.
We have also been able to extend the study of pursuit-evasion by proposing an agent
tracking model in these complex environments where agents can track other agents
that have left their field-of-view. Using the roadmap, an agent can determine good
potential locations that other agents of interest may have moved towards (Chapter IV,
[24]). While many of our search behaviors are heuristic in nature, we also have a set of
clearing behaviors which are inspired from more exact forms of the clearing problem
(Chapter IV, [25]). We have used these search behaviors in studying the clearing of
a building.
In pursuit-evasion, the complex scenarios that we are able to handle include
complex environments with multiple levels (e.g., multi-story buildings), terrains, and
crowds of agents (Chapter V, [22, 23, 24]). Our behavioral framework allows us to
equip agents with different search, pursuit and evasion behaviors and study types
5of behaviors, agent populations and compare the effect of these parameters. This is
enabled through the roadmap-based approach and the pluggable behavior framework
with groupings of agents.
In evacuation planning, we are able to handle much more complex environments
than are typically studied. We have taken simple evacuation behaviors that are
applicable in basic environments and, using the same framework, have applied the
same behaviors to a roadmap representing more complex environments (Chapter VI,
[26, 27]). One aspect that is quite unique to our approach is that we allow one group
of agents, the directors, to guide the agents that are attempting to evacuate. We
also study how each group of agents can cooperate in order to improve the overall
evacuation [27]. This cooperation can be tested between evacuating/directing agents,
evacuating/evacuating agents and directing/directing agents. We also look at param-
eters that result in a more realistic evacuation scenario.
B. Outline
This dissertation describes our roadmap-based multi-agent system. In Chapter II,
work that is related to our system and the application focuses we consider are de-
scribed. This work includes various multi-agent systems that have been proposed,
path planning techniques for complex environments and work in pursuit-evasion and
evacuation planning. An overall description of the system is given in Chapter III,
which also includes metrics for agent movement in complex environments and the
use of them for system validation and for studying how the structure of the environ-
ment can impact pedestrian flow. Search techniques and an agent tracking model are
described which utilize the underlying roadmap-based framework in Chapter IV. In
Chapter V, we present our work in pursuit-evasion with a focus on our roadmap-based
6approach and the various benefits it can provide as an encoding of the environment.
Chapter VI describes our work in evacuation planning which includes our initial ap-
proach in two dimensional environments and the extended work which is in complex
multi-level environments with cooperation between evacuating agents and directing
agents.
7CHAPTER II
PRELIMINARIES AND RELATED WORK
In this chapter, we discuss relevant related work on multi-agent group behavior. Work
related to randomized planning is presented because it is critical to our system. Fi-
nally, work related to the main application focus of this work, pursuit-evasion and
evacuation, is described.
A. Multi-Agent Systems
A number of systems to simulate agents in virtual environments have been proposed.
In fact, the number of systems have been proposed is so extensive, only a few of them
that are most relevant to this research are described here.
In [28], steering behaviors are described for autonomous characters. This work
is similar to [29] where basic flocking behaviors are proposed but it integrates the
ability to follow paths using local path information. These flocking techniques have
been shown to add interesting and complex movements to a group of agents utilizing
only those basic behaviors.
In [30], the problem of agents moving as a group while avoiding collision is
studied. This problem is made more difficult because the agents may have complex
dynamics. Examples of complex dynamics are one legged agents or bicyclists. Agents
performing the group behavior try to pick their next position by predicting the po-
sitions of the agents they can perceive. Results are shown for agents performing
certain maneuvers including steady-state movement, turning and obstacle avoidance.
The complexity of the dynamics is what could cause the maneuvers performed to be
difficult to execute. Results show how under varying circumstances, such as changing
the visibility range, the agents perform the maneuvers with varying effectiveness.
8Several following behaviors have been proposed which are often useful in crowd
simulation. In [31] virtual crowds consist of leaders and many followers. The leader
is responsible for generating its own motion while the followers use flocking principles
for realistic motion while trying to follow the leader. A similar approach is presented
in [32] where reactive path following is accomplished by using user data. The user
data provided could then be used in similar situations.
An interesting approach to agent behavior simulation is presented in [33]. The
cognitive modeling described in this approach controls what a character in the scene
knows, how the knowledge was acquired, and how this information can be used to
plan the agent’s actions. One of the goals of this work was to allow the animator to
specify an outline of a behavior which would allow the character to be directed to
do something. The cognitive modeling language proposed would allow an animator
to sketch the behavior that is desired. The goal was to be able to specify a behavior
which would require complex actions in order to adequately perform the behavior.
A virtual environment is presented in [34] which uses a hierarchal representation
of the environment for simulating pedestrian movement. The hierarchical represen-
tation is included for the topology of the environment, the perceptual model and
for representing path maps for the agents. The topological map includes connections
between different areas in the environment which could be useful for complex environ-
ments. The perception map supports queries for stationary and mobile agents. The
path maps used are implemented with a grid or quad-tree which allows the agents
to find paths through the environment. The agents are equipped with basic reactive
behaviors while navigating. An interesting aspect of this work is that the pedestrians
consider passage way navigation and passage way selection. Other interesting be-
haviors that can be simulated with this approach include selecting and sitting in an
unoccupied seat, noticing a performance, a group of pedestrians talking, and forming
9lines at vending machines or ticket booths. Results are shown for a virtual Penn
Station, a train station that has since been demolished.
In [7], a decision network is used to model various behaviors. Using this decision
network, they want to enable an agent to make rational decisions about what the agent
wants and what it believes. Probability distributions are used to describe different
variables that are of interest to an agent performing a given behavior. By adjusting
the values associated with different variables of interest, it is possible to change how
the agent makes a decision. An emergency response behavior is described in which
agents may respond to a situation in a variety of ways including watching the scene,
calling for help, or leaving the scene after a certain amount of time. They also
describe some interesting behaviors that they can handle which include characters
encountering one another and being acquaintances or a partnering behavior where an
agent may try to catch up to another agent and try to partner with that agent.
Crowds are used in [3] to simulate the ancient Greek agora. Some of the be-
haviors that are simulated are small groups of agents discussing or negotiating in the
town square. Another group of behaviors looked at are flow and jamming of inter-
acting moving crowds. Some simple and intuitive optimizations are proposed such as
modeling obstacles as disks and simplified interactions between nearby agents.
A physically-based crowd simulation technique is proposed in [4] where optimal
paths for characters are computed using potential functions. The potential functions
are generated from an underlying grid which also uses information about crowd den-
sity. Results are shown for two groups of agents with up to ten thousand agents
running at interactive speeds.
Motivation for search and rescue applications in large-scale disaster situations is
presented in [6]. As well as giving examples and situations where search and rescue can
be applied, they describe different disasters that can be simulated. They also describe
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types of planning challenges that exist, such as real-time constraints, heterogeneous
agents, scenario-based and resource-bounded planning with data collection.
Crowd simulation is done in [9] where a crowd can be controlled by allowing police
agents to block roads for some period of time. This paper shows a large number of
civilian agents being simulated in a rescue environment. The work assumes that the
agents in the crowd that are in one location will exhibit some common psychological
influences.
In [8], a training scenario at a military checkpoint is the setting of the virtual
environment. This kind of virtual environment allows a trainee to be immersed in a
world where other agents may be performing a range of behaviors that the trainee
must be able to respond to. This kind of virtual reality environment also motivates
the need for other simulation-based training techniques. They also discussed many
of the implementation details of their project as far as the equipment they are using.
The need to accurately model and consider the crowd in military operations is
described in [35]. The project described was broken up into two phases. The first
phase focused on the preparatory work researching crowd modeling which included
identifying the requirements for modeling a crowd, researching the existing psycho-
logical research that might work with the kind of crowd they are interested in, and
looking at things they should be aware of when designing a crowd simulation. Other
details they described about their approach include how their crowd is organized, the
cognitive model they may use and some target scenarios they are interested in study-
ing. In [36], some progress that has been made in their approach was described where
members of a noncombatant crowd are modeled in their simulation framework. Some
interesting group based techniques include using flocking techniques for members of
this kind of crowd. The goal in this technique was to be able to model a crowd for
use in their real-time tactical training applications.
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A trait-based personality approach to decision making is studied in [37]. In this
paper, the goal is to simulate an automated commander that makes decisions that are
somewhat based on the agents personality traits. Some of the traits considered include
stability, anxiety, and independence. They wanted to be able to vary these traits in
agents to see how the effect on how they make decisions in a stressful situation.
Some interesting scenarios are considered where a commander must route supply
trucks through potentially hazardous areas in order to quickly get relief vehicles to a
destination. The also described how their automated commander was given the ability
to make decisions in terms of making routing decisions and the routing algorithms
that would be used. The personality model they use is essential in being able to
model a commander that is making these routing decisions under stress.
The validity of a given human behavioral model is studied in [38]. The kind of
crowd that they were interested in studying in this paper consisted of many groups of
agents with each group having the following behaviors: protesters, agitators, casual
members and bystanders. They wanted to study things such as the group aggression
levels and the overall crowd aggression levels in order to determine if appropriate
behaviors are given to the crowd. They also looked at some visualization techniques
of the crowd levels to see if they made sense in the simulations they were interested
in achieving.
In [39] the traditional tools that were used when studying urban simulation
models and some problems they had were described. Cellular automata and multi-
agent systems are considered the new direction when simulating these urban scenes in
planning support systems. The multi-agent systems are considered a good approach
because of their applicability to mobile entities such as vehicles or agents.
The study done in [40], explores behaviors behind groups of children that are
playing. They look at the relationships that exist between children at play and how
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geo-spatial characteristics affect their movement through the environment. This is
interesting in that it studies the interactions between smaller groups of agents.
A hybrid approach to crowd simulations is given in [41] where the system can
represent very dense crowds while maintaining some individualities of agents. They
utilize a Lagrangian representation of individuals along with a much coarser model
for the crowd. This approach is specifically suited for very dense crowds because in-
dividual agents have very constrained movement due to other nearby agents. Instead
of representing the crowd as individual agents, it is represented as a continuum fluid
which has an associated density and flow.
Another approach to studying dense crowds is described at the virtual Tawaf
site in [42]. The main components of this work include their simulation of very dense
crowds with heterogeneous population characteristics, varying velocities and varying
objectives for each agent. An overall finite state machine of the agent’s objectives is
presented which includes moving to important areas, in certain motions, performing
actions or praying. They are able to show some interesting analysis of the agent speed
and density at each area in the environment for very large size populations.
An approach to plan local paths that avoid neighboring agents is presented in [5].
While planning, each agent takes into account the neighboring agents and uses their
velocity to create a velocity obstacle which the agent has to try to avoid. The approach
is decentralized in that at each planning step the agent uses its local information to
determine how to plan locally. This work is able to handle very large numbers of
agents moving near one another.
The work on reciprocal velocity obstacles [5] was formally extended in [43] to
show how agents can independently select their optimal velocities to allow them to
remain collision free for a given amount of time. This assumes that all agents use the
same collision avoidance scheme and can sense other nearby agents. They are able
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to show agents choosing an optimal velocity using a linear programming approach.
Results show that their agents can navigate near one another and they show results
of parallel computation as each agent acts independently.
Velocity obstacles are also used in the computation of valid trajectories for agents
in [44]. In this work, additional constraints are imposed in order to guarantee collision
avoidance within some pre-defined time interval by truncating the traditional velocity
obstacle cone. This approach is a quadratic optimization problem and highly parallel,
as shown in the results with ten thousand agents simulated on multiple cores at
interactive speeds.
In [17], an approach to improving pedestrian movement in constrained spaces
is proposed. This approach attempts to compute energy-efficient trajectories for
agents. These trajectories are both short paths through the environment but also
avoid congestion when needed. The work is based on an optimization function that
all agents share and use when generating trajectories with an attempt to minimize
the amount of energy used by the agents. They also use the idea of a dynamic energy
roadmap which is a shared structure that allows agents to share information about
congested areas.
Another effort that looks at avoiding neighboring agents when moving near one
another is described in [45]. This work also uses the idea of agents working with one
another implicitly while trying to avoid collision. They described new parameters to
model human characteristics such as reaction time and biomechanical limitations. A
good model of the agent’s physical space and personal space is described, where most
models only plan for an agent’s physical body. They validated their model with data
from actual humans walking in an enclosed area.
In [46], an approach to crowd simulation is presented. The approach claims
to be scalable in the behavioral sense in that more complex crowd behaviors can
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be generated without increasing the complexity of a given agent. A framework for
authorable behaviors is also described in such a way that the action an agent performs
is dependent on the situation it encounters and available actions it has.
Shepherding behaviors are a type of flocking behavior in which outside agents
guide or control members of a flock. Shepherding behaviors can be found in various
forms in nature. In [47, 48], an advanced techniques for the shepherds to effectively
control the flock and simulate these various types of behaviors including herding,
covering, patrolling and collecting. The agents in the flock were given basic flocking
techniques and were afraid of the shepherds, and so would react to the shepherds’
movement and try to avoid the shepherds.
Another work that attempts to control a group of agents is presented in [49]. In
this work, controller agents guide a flock from some start location in the environment
to a goal location. Different motion planning strategies are presented to plan the
paths for agents. Results are presented in 2D environments with different planning
strategies.
Shepherding using deformable shapes is presented in [50]. This work attempts to
place shepherds strategically around a shape that represents the flock that is being
steered. While this work is similar to that of [47, 48, 49], the flock representation
makes for selecting steering points and motion strategies more effective.
B. Roadmap-Based Planning for Autonomous Agents
In [51, 52, 53], the benefits of integrating roadmap-based path planning techniques
with flocking techniques were explored. The work extends ideas from cognitive model-
ing [33], and embeds behavior rules in individual flock members and in the nodes and
edges of the roadmap. The global information provided by the rule–based roadmaps
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improved the behavior of autonomous characters, and in particular, enabled more
sophisticated group behavior than are possible using traditional (local) flocking meth-
ods [29].
Some key features of integrating roadmaps with basic group behavior include:
• The roadmap provides a convenient abstract representation of global informa-
tion in complex environments.
• Adaptive roadmaps (e.g., modifying node and edge weights) enable communi-
cation between agents.
• Associating rules with roadmap nodes and edges enables local customization of
behaviors.
The approach we use also utilizes a roadmap encoding representative feasible
paths in the environment. While noting that our techniques could use any roadmap,
our current implementation is based on the probabilistic roadmap (PRM) approach
to motion planning [54]. PRMs work by sampling points ‘randomly’ from the robot’s
configuration space (C-space), and retaining those that satisfy certain feasibility re-
quirements (e.g., they must correspond to collision-free configurations of the robot).
These points are then connected to form a graph, or roadmap, using some simple
planning method to connect ‘nearby’ points. During query processing, the start and
goal are connected to the roadmap and a path connecting their connection points is
extracted from the roadmap using standard graph search techniques. Enhancements
have been proposed to the PRM approach which improve where and how sampling
is done – for example near obstacle boundaries [55] or near the medial axis of the
environment [56]. Roadmaps constructed using these enhancements can also help
autonomous agents in improving their navigation abilities.
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Similar to PRMs for path-planning, the corridor map method (CMM) has been
proposed which allows agents to generate short, smooth paths through the environ-
ment. This method consists of an off-line map building phase after which the map
can be queried as needed, similar to PRMs. The main difference between PRMs and
CMM is that the edges represent corridors through a static environment and have
an associated clearance value. An agent can then use the corridor path generated
when applying forces to guide itself to the goal location. This method was extended
in [57] to generate paths that also reduce their exposure in an attempt to remain
hidden from observers. Visibility values are associated with grid-cells which are used
when computing the paths. The corridor map method was further extended in [58]
to generate paths with an explicitly defined amount of clearance. As in the previ-
ous method, the paths generated are smooth and short. These are interesting path
planning methods which allow agents to generate more interesting paths given their
environment.
A randomized tree-based path planner was developed in [59, 60] that is useful for
exploring C-space. This path planning technique is known as the Rapidly-Exploring
Random Tree (RRT). A similar tree-based planner, Expansive Space Tree (est), was
developed in [61]. These tree-based methods work well for single query problems
by only exploring the relevant portions of the configuration space needed to solve a
given query. These could lead to interesting alternatives to our purely roadmap–based
approach.
There has been a great deal of work that deals with planning around other agents
and in dynamic environments. While the majority of our work focuses on complex
3D environments, more dynamic planning will be essential in the near future in our
work.
When planning a path for an agent with restrictions on its movement and po-
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tential restrictions on allowable motion inputs at a given time step, kinodynamic
planning is often done to find a path. In [62, 63], a randomized kinodynamic ap-
proach is presented to planning a path in a static environment. The state space is
explored by applying a set of allowable control inputs in order to grow a tree. The
exploring of the state space is complete when the goal configuration can be reached
and a path in the tree can be extracted.
In [64], an RRT-based planner is proposed which performs better over time,
improving paths, over a number of runs, in a given environment. In this work,
an RRT is integrated with a “way-point” cache for improved performance in static
environments. It is not described how these way-points are generated or how the
way-points could be updated in a dynamic environment.
In [65], a modified expansive space tree approach to planning a path for a robot
with motion constraints is proposed to search the space. The goal is to find a path
that has a low cost and has a relatively straight path.
An early approach to kinodynamic planning among moving obstacles was pro-
posed in [66]. An est approach is used to plan a path for a circular robot through
an environment consisting of circular obstacles with restrictions on the velocity and
shape of the obstacles. In this approach, when uncertainty in the environment is
found, a path is completely replanned.
A prm-based approach is proposed for planning paths among moving objects
in [67]. A roadmap is built and updated according to the movements of the obstacles.
In this work, they attempt to update only the necessary portions of the roadmap,
that are relevant to the moving obstacles. If simple repairs cannot be made in the
roadmap, then an RRT is used to repair the roadmap. Complete paths for the robot
are obtained from the roadmap and a path to the goal is always required.
Another prm-based approach to planning a path in a dynamic environment is
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proposed in [68]. The roadmap used during the planning phase is one that is con-
structed as a preprocessing step and does not change as the environment changes.
This alone could cause many problems in environments that are constantly chang-
ing. Local trajectories are then planned along valid portions of the roadmap from
the start to goal configuration. This approach also assumes the dynamics of the
moving obstacles are known a priori. Although this may work in some situations,
in highly dynamic environments, this could result in unnecessary computation when
constantly replanning from the start to goal configuration and when the dynamics of
the obstacles are not known beforehand.
In [69], the problem of planning a safe path for a robot disk among unpredictably
moving obstacles is proposed. The obstacles are modeled as disks growing over time
given their known maximum velocities, modeling unpredictable motion. Although
this would model unpredictable motion, given the restrictions on the shape and ve-
locities of the robot and obstacles, many situations could occur where planning a path
to the goal is unfeasible. Some of these situations include having a large number of
moving obstacles or having some obstacles with large maximum velocities.
A planner for coordinating between multiple vehicles is presented in [2]. While
considering communication, the planner also avoids collision between neighboring
vehicles and obstacles. The planning and replanning is done online and considering
processing constraints. The planning attempts to avoid Inevitable Collision States,
proposed in [70] and further developed in [71]. A similar greedy and safe kinodynamic
planning technique is presented in [72] for a single robot. The algorithm is biased
toward unreached frontiers to improve exploration and is probabilistically complete.
An algorithm for moving a large number of agents in dynamic environments is
described in [73, 74]. In this framework, the roadmap used is adaptively updated
to deform as the environment changes. This is done using a physically-based agent
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dynamics simulator. They discuss how the roadmap is updated in this framework
and how navigation is done using the local dynamics model described.
Similar to the roadmap we use in our multi-level structures, a navigation mesh
is proposed for multi-layered environments in [75]. Their work proposes generating
a map for each layer along the medial axis and then combine the map for each
layer to result in a navigation mesh which agents can use when moving through the
environment. While we use a similar underlying graph for agents, we do not currently
sample along the medial axis on our surfaces.
Path planning for groups of agents in proposed in [76]. The method is based on
network flow within the graph data structure representing the environment. Integer
linear programming is used to formulate the problem and the set of variables consid-
ered is restricted to make the problem tractable. This work allows agents navigating
through the environment to separate from each other in order to reach a goal location.
Our primary utilization of the roadmap is to generate paths between an agent and
its destination. We then generate forces between the agent and the successive nodes
in this path until it reaches its destination. The roadmap is also used to coordinate
the actions of multiple agents. We also use the roadmap to store information about
the environment, and to facilitate communication between agents. Agents that pass
a node in the roadmap can store information in that node. This information can
be anything from observations about the local environment to instructions for other
agents. Subsequent agents that pass this node can access this information and take
the appropriate action based on this information. This method of communication is
analogous to the way animals mark regions with their scent or the way insects leave
behind pheromones to communicate information to other insects. Agents can also
perform searches on the roadmap in order to determine what actions they should
take. The roadmap can also be used to associate agents with regions in the roadmap.
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Agents can be assigned to a region of the environment by being assigned to nodes
within that region. One of the main contributions of this work is exploring the various
usages of the underlying roadmap.
C. Evacuation Planning
Studying evacuation is a key aspect of this work. There has been much work address-
ing different aspects of this problem. A survey of the main approaches that have been
taken to studying the evacuation problem is presented in [77]. Four main approaches
were described: flow-based, cellular automata, agent-based and activity-based mod-
els. The focus of this work and the majority of the related work presented here is
on agent-based models since this allows us to have varying agent capabilities and
populations.
An early work in agent-based evacuation is described in [78]. The goal of this
system was to be able to handle thousands of individuals escaping in large, geomet-
rically complex environments. The system allowed for automatic input of building
plans and discretized the area into grid cells, assigned weights based on if a grid cell
is a solid object, open space or a final destination. The underlying grid was used to
compute a maximum travel distance. This work presented some interesting results
but focused only on individual agent evacuation.
Some grid-based approaches have been proposed to model large scale evacuation
in multi-level environments. A fluid-dynamics approach is presented in [79] to describe
the trajectories of agents while moving through a building in the presence of hazards.
It supports the analysis of the environmental usage of stairwells. Cellular automata
approaches are often limited by having a single agent occupy a grid cell and often
force oversimplification of the environments.
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A multi-agent based approach, described in [13], handles complex multi-level
buildings which includes stairwells with agents having the ability to have their own
characteristics. This tool is feature rich and has been used in the design process of
buildings and in ensuring safety codes are met. While this is a commercial tool, it is
the type of use we envision for with our work.
Actual crowds are studied under different conditions in [16] to see how a crowd
reacts under those conditions to study human movement. Human studies are done
to see phenomenon such as counter-flows, bottlenecks or intersection flows. As well
as setting up situations to study these phenomenon, the authors are able to observe
simulation results of crowd interactions like stripe formation in congested areas. An
earlier work modeled different levels of panic seen in evacuation [15] making it possible
to study evacuation from a room or area with only one small exit.
The way individual characteristics impact evacuation efficiency is studied in [80,
81]. This work is based on the social forces model developed in [15, 16] but includes
other agent characteristics which include group structure, dependence level of agent,
altruism level and the desired speed of agents. The impact of the individualities in
the resulting average flow of people is done when varying the agent properties. They
claim that some settings of these parameters can simulate trained people. This is one
of the few approaches that describes the importance of grouping in these simulations,
although their approach to using grouping is not actually described.
Another survey, focused on virtual crowds, is presented in [82]. The work de-
scribes many approaches that have been proposed for crowd simulation such as the
types of models that have been developed with an in-depth look at a few different mod-
els. The idea of different levels of agent knowledge and planning ability is considered
in [10]. This is in part due to psychology studies which show that building occupants
usually decide to use familiar exits, such as where they entered the building. In some
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cases, emergency exits or exits not normally used for circulation are often ignored.
Different agent types are considered including trained leaders, untrained leaders and
followers. Their system is given a 2D maze-like environments with a defined number
of exits, a number of hazards, and the parameters necessary for the simulation such
as number of agents, percentage of trained agents, and the percentage of leaders. In
this work, communication is considered to share locations of hazards and portions of
the building that have already been explored. One interesting result they are able to
find is the optimal number of leader agents. They are also able to see differences in
evacuation when changing the population type.
In [11], a system is developed for simulating the local motion and global way
finding behaviors of crowds moving in a natural manner within dynamically changing
virtual environments. They are able to simulate patient and impatient agents and
pushing between agents. Improvements on previous work, [15], were made by consid-
ering factors that reduce shaking and vibration caused by applying social forces in
densely crowded areas. Other interesting factors of this work include avoiding fallen
agents, wall avoidance, focusing on regions ahead of the agent, an organizing behavior
and pushing between agents. They also consider the problem of avoiding bottlenecks
to pick better routes. They do not consider groupings between agents or direction
that can be provided to assist in evacuation.
In [12], an approach is described on how to adapt a multi-agent, transportation
simulation framework to a large-scale pedestrian evacuation simulation. This work
uses an underlying flow model which considers free speed and flow capacities of edges
in an attempt to scale to hundreds of thousands of agents. This is also one work that
focuses on one area, in this case a dam break that could affect Zurich. This approach
also considers the idea of replanning and learning better plans based on an iterative
technique.
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Phases and behaviors in evacuation are considered in [83] with some interesting
ideas presented. The total evacuation time, which is generally considered is broken
down into pre-evacuation time, moving time and waiting time with pre-evacuation
time often taking a majority of the time. Human factors are also considered which
include panic agents might exhibit, wayfinding that needs to occur and some agents
that ignore the need to exit immediately. Results are described in a multi-story
building with evacuation times broken up as described. Wayfinding is done with and
without obstacles present although the actual simulation is only done on a graph.
An approach to find the optimal evacuation time in simple 2D environments is
described in [84] where k occupants with n possible exits use an evacuation function
to select routes. This approach makes many assumptions about the environment,
such as assuming a uniform distribution of agents, the existence of a route to each
exit and not considering the fact that valid paths may change as the environment
changes. While this is an interesting approach they made many assumptions that
limit the scope where this can be applied. The idea of analyzing the flow at each
exit is something we use in our evacuation profiles. As in this work, we consider the
idea that minimum evacuation time may not always lead to the best usage of the
environment.
In [85], multi-attribute utility theory is described to deal with evacuation scenar-
ios where objectives may, at times, conflict and there exists high-levels of uncertainty.
Benefits of multi-attribute utility theory include being able to explicitly list objectives
for decision makers, the ability to appraise evacuation policies and building scenarios
for training purposed. The evacuation considered is on a larger scale, for example of
entire cities, and may occur over many hours.
One of the main benefits of agent-based systems is that heterogeneous agent pop-
ulations can be created to study evacuation. This was done varying the dependence
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and altruism level of agents [80], varying agent knowledge and training informa-
tion [10], including patient and impatient agents [11]. This is one reason we have
chosen to develop an agent-based system.
Other physical factors are considered in [78], but the ability to include social
factors is also described. There are also known evacuation scenarios where agents
have vastly different traveling speeds which includes people with disabilities [86] who
may require evacuation in groups. Another work that describes the need to consider
grouping in evacuation is [87], where depending on the population type, agents may be
either individuals or be considered familial groups which may contain small children.
Pedestrians evacuating a large stadium are shown in [20]. These agents operate
on a simplified network graph of the stadium and generally follow the first-in first-out
principle where agents navigating in a constrained environment are not likely to be
able to overtake agents ahead of them. They describe their usage of the link usage
when agents are deciding on the route to take. Metrics are used to describe the
evacuation which include total time to evacuate, length traveled, and waiting time.
They show space-time paths for evacuating agents which are the two dimensional
paths the agents take through the simple network of links with the time component
showing the evacuation time. While this work is very interesting given the complexity
of the environment, the abstraction of the problem to the simple graph may lose too
much information about the environment.
Looking at the crowd-mind as a thing that changes when a large group gathers is
described in [88]. In this work, the author extensively describes aspects of a crowd that
made individuals react differently than they might normally react. Some interesting
aspects of the crowd behavior include de-individuation, contagion and suggestibility.
The cognitive behavior described in this work is based on emotions, beliefs and actions
which are aspects of multi-agent systems that are usually more difficult to simulate.
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While the simulation results presented are not necessarily impressive, the ideas that
can be taken from simulating the crowd as a whole with some of the characteristics
described can enrich a simulation.
A cellular automaton-based model is proposed for evacuation where obstacles
may be present [21]. In their model they include a panic parameter, which causes an
agent to not move, and include some random movement to reduce the likelihood of
a conflict during the update process. They also consider two types of doors, where
either one agent can pass at a time or where multiple agents can pass. The evacuation
is done in very simplified environments due to the representation and the behavior is
also simple, where agents move to the nearest exit.
Risk assessment in the presence of fire is considered in [89]. Whereas probabilistic
methods are sometimes used in this type of assessment, this work uses the idea of
fuzzy risk assessment. Event trees are built and used to analyze potential fire scenarios
and the consequences of what can happen when failures occur with the calculation of
scenario occurrences and expected casualty numbers in fire scenarios.
There is a need for a flexible framework to be able to handle a number of sit-
uations. Many different approaches have been proposed to handle specialized en-
vironments including pedestrians moving through Penn Station [34], underground
malls [90] and a passenger ship [87]. Evacuation caused by a dam breaking near
Zurich were considered in [12]. Evacuation simulations have been used to help in the
design and permit application process at Linz Central Station [14].
Evacuation in high-rise buildings is shown in [91] using a cellular automata ap-
proach. The environment is discretized into grid-cells of free space or blocked space
and agents select evacuation routes based on finding a path through unoccupied cells.
Limitations of this approach are described as being factors such as grid size, ignoring
fatigue factors, route selection through the underlying grid, uneven usage of stairwells,
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and their difficulty in simulating stairwells using this approach.
An overview of pedestrian movement and measures that can be taken for pedes-
trian movement is described in [92]. This report describes terms that are impor-
tant when considering pedestrian motion, relationships between speed-density, flow-
density speed-flow and speed-space of a moving crowd. Parameters associated with
different levels of service is also given which is dependent on the density of the crowd.
This all points to the need for a flexible system that can be used in many sit-
uations with the ability to simulate a number of different conditions. The system
required will also need the ability to easily vary the agent population types, agent
capabilities and cooperation level.
D. Pursuit-Evasion
In this section we describe work that is relevant to the pursuit evasion problem that
we consider. A classical, purely graph-based approach [93] looks at the problem of
pursuit-evasion on a graph in which agents move on edges between nodes in the graph
and where the pursuer has the goal of occupying the same node as the evader. The
problem has been looked at in polygonal environments [18], with much interest in
finding exact bounds on the number of pursuers needed [94]. An approach based on
exploring undiscovered portions of the frontier is described in [95].
An overview of the art gallery problem is presented in [96] which includes solu-
tions, bounds and variants. In the most basic form of this problem, the goal is to
cover a simple polygon with as few guards as possible. The polygon is considered
covered if every point in the polygon lies within the visibility range of one of the
guards. A discussion of the 3D version of the same problem (guarding a polyhedron)
is included. An experimental approach to finding guard locations is presented in [97]
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where the goal is to heuristically find guard locations. A candidate set of potential
guard locations is generated in a number of ways. The next step is the selection of
guard locations from the set of all guard locations. In our approach, we use a similar
greedy strategy for selecting guard locations from the selections of nodes at the cur-
rent level being searched. Our approach also has to account for pathways between
levels to guarantee clearing.
Roadmap-based pursuit-evasion, where the pursuer and evader share a roadmap
and play different versions of the pursuit-evasion game is described in [1]. These
games include determining: 1) if the pursuer can eventually collide with the evader,
2) if the pursuer can collide with the evader before the evader reaches a goal location,
and 3) if the pursuer can collide with the evader before the evader collides with the
pursuer in a dog fight scenario. In this work, a wider range of capture conditions are
supported than in most previous approaches.
A number of other forms of the problem have been considered. A graph-based
approach to the pursuit-evasion problem is given in [98] where agents use either block-
ing or sweeping actions by teams of robots to detect all intruders in the environment.
Large teams of robots have been considered to detect intruders with communication
allowed between other agents within some range and with no map of the environ-
ment [99]. One form of the problem [100] involves a team of agents attempting to
maximize the average number of targets that are observed by at least one of the team
members. Agents deal with limited sensing information by building gap navigation
trees with gap sensors in [101]. The idea of using probabilistic shadow information
spaces for targets which move out of a pursuing agent’s field-of-view has also been
considered [102]. Other forms of collaboration between searching agents has been con-
sidered where agents utilize frontier information [103] with communication to switch
between roles [19].
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The level of visibility between agents plays a role in what the agents detect in
the environment and what kinds of environments can be handled. The problem of
restricting or limiting the amount of visibility is considered in [104] with the field of
view being variable in [105]. In [106] a team of agents with limited sensory abilities
attempts to capture a single evading agent using sweep formations. Teams of robots
with different kinds of vehicles and sensing information is looked at in [107].
The problem of pursuit-evasion on height maps, which restrict agent visibility,
is described in [108]. An underlying visibility graph is used and a large-scale terrain
environment was then able to be searched by a group of agents.
Crowds of agents moving in an environment [29, 4, 5] present many interesting
challenges for pursuit-evasion, including large numbers of moving obstacles and visi-
bility calculations which include the crowd. Sophisticated, path planning techniques
have been created for planning the motion of agents in crowded areas [5], some with
specific applications of pursuit-evasion scenarios [109].
This pursuit-evasion problem is similar to the camera tracking problem where an
external camera has the goal of tracking target agents through virtual environments.
In [110], an approach is described which extracts paths to goal locations through
a roadmap with the paths weighted on a visibility criteria and distance. In [111],
an approach to directing camera motion is described where visibility volumes are
computed and used when planning a path in the scene. While tracking approaches
are similar, they assume the target’s location is always known, that the target is not
taking evasive actions, and visibility and navigation limitations of the camera are not
considered.
Another work that focuses on camera following is described in [112]. In this
work, the objective is to follow and maximize visibility of multiple moving targets in
an environment with obstacles. This problem is more difficult than having a camera
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track a single agent because the goal is to track a group of agents where it cannot be
guaranteed that all agents remain within view. Multiple strategies are presented for
2D environments.
Our representation of the environment and the tracking probability model we
present does not suffer from most of the restrictions described. For instance, com-
plex environments are abstracted and represented in our roadmap, which also guides
transitions and movements, however we compute visibility throughout the 3D envi-




INTEGRATING MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS WITH ROADMAP-BASED
PLANNING
In this chapter, an overview of the simulation system we have developed is described.
This includes descriptions of agents, behaviors, the simulation cycle, and the role of
visibility in our simulation. We also describe our use of the roadmap for representing
potentially complex environments and the components that affect agent navigation.
A. Problem Parameters
We utilize an agent-based, distributed planning approach. This allows us to easily
study different sets of agents and allows us to easily vary an agent’s behaviors and
capabilities. In this section, properties that can greatly affect the simulation are de-
scribed which includes agent properties, behaviors, usage of roadmaps, forces exerted
on agents and the simulation cycle.
1. Agent and Grouping Overview
Agents are defined by a range of the capabilities which include a view radius, view
angle, maximum velocity, acceleration and behavior being executed. These can vary
between individual agents or types of agents. The roadmap that an agent is equipped
with can also be considered a capability since the connectivity and mapping of the
environment can play a role in how the agent performs. The parameters that define
each agent population describe the scenario that is being simulated. Communication
between agents is often used which is another capability that can affect a simulation.
The communication is either explicit in that one agent passes information to another
agent directly or implicit in that agents may modify a shared data structure, often
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the roadmap.
An important distinction that should be mentioned at this point is that in our
framework we use a general group structure to implement both groups of agents
and single agents such that a single agent is simply a group that has no subgroups.
This makes creating our framework more general, especially when creating behaviors.
Although we will still refer to agents and groupings of agents, it is important to note
that we use the idea of a group in a general way.
In many situations it is important to have agents moving through the environ-
ment with grouping restrictions, for example having to remain within some predefined
distance of other agents. We use this idea of grouping to have the agents move through
the environment together. This is also important in that grouping can help with co-
ordination. As an example, a group that is performing an evacuation behavior need
only have the main grouping of agents perform that behavior. Agents at lower levels
in the group hierarchy then only need to follow along the group path. This grouping
can also be useful when coordinating between directing agents or agents performing a
pursuit behavior. In fact, it is a natural way to conceptualize different sets of agents
performing different behaviors with distinct sets of capabilities, behaviors, roles and
knowledge of the environment within each grouping.
2. Behaviors
The behavior that the agent is equipped with will determine how the agent reacts.
These behaviors determine the actions that the agent or groups of agents take. The
behaviors developed need to be dynamic enough so they can be applied to a group
at any point and the group will then start performing that behavior. At each time
step, all groups update their state based on the last plan that was generated by the
behavior rule. The state is then resolved with other agents and the environment (i.e.
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preventing collision). Behaviors can range from individual behaviors to group-based
behaviors which require cooperation with other agents. More detailed descriptions on
each behavior being executed will be described in each specific application section.
3. Forces on Agents
Force rules defined for agents dictate how they will move through the simulation given
the paths that have been computed and perceived information in the environment.
In our system, we allow multiple force rules to be given to an agent throughout the
simulation. Each force rule can also be defined as having a maximum allowable force
which will prevent any one force rule from overwhelming the agent’s state at any step
of the simulation.
A agent can have a goal-based force rule in which the agent attempts to follow a
path that has been computed. In this force rule, the agent will attempt to push itself
toward the next subgoal along a path. The force that is generated is simply in the
direction given by the agent’s current location to the subgoal.
A classic force rule that flocks of agents exhibit was described in [29]. This
force rule attempts to have agents maintain a certain amount of cohesion, separation
and alignment. Parameters can be set that define the weight of each component.
We include this force rule in our system as it allows for interesting movement to be
exhibited between agents that are moving together.
We also employ a simple nearest neighbor avoid force rule. This force rule at-
tempts to generate a force away from the agent that has been observed to be the
nearest. This allows for a very fast, computationally inexpensive way to have agents
avoid one another when they are in close proximity. It also mimics the body forces
that are described in the social forces model from [15].
The agents have the composed force rule applied during the update state com-
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ponent of the general simulation loop in Algorithm A.1. Shortly after the forces
have been applied to the agents their state needs to be resolved in the environment to
ensure that they have not moved into a state that is in collision with the environment.
4. Simulation Cycle
The outline of our simulation loop is given in Algorithm A.1. We use a general
concept of individual agent, calling them a group. In this way the our framework is
extendible, especially when creating behaviors, since a behavior created for individual
agents can easily be applied to a clustering of agents, with additional logic used to
ensure grouping restrictions are maintained. At each time step, a subset of all the
simulation groups execute a behavior rule.
Algorithm A.1 General Simulation Loop
Input: simulator sim, environment env
1: groupsall = sim.getAllGroups()
2: groupssel = sim.getNextSetOfGroups()
3: for g ∈ groupssel do
4: g →applyBehaviorRule(env)
5: end for







The agent’s ability to detect other agents in the environment can be affected by a
number of factors. In simple 2D problems, the agent’s visibility to other agents may
only be restricted by the obstacles in the environment. Agent capabilities can also
determine the amount of the environment that can be sensed by setting a maximum
view radius and angle. Visibility can be further restricted by considering that agents
may block one another’s view in the environment, i.e., the 3D representation of all
agents are potential obstacles in visibility checks. When surfaces are included in
environments, these surfaces may also block visibility from one agent to another. We
have included each of these aspects in our visibility checks which allows us to handle
complex surfaces and crowd examples.
6. Areas and Hazards
We consider a number of different area types in creating our framework. This is to
allow it to be more general and handle a wide range of scenarios. A general area
definition is used to represent to a number of geometric regions. For example, in
two dimensions this can be above or below a certain value along an axis or one or
more point–radius pairs. More advanced area types could include polygonal regions or
ones defined by a roadmap, which can include a collection of nodes and the transitions
between them.
a. Area Types
In our simulation, an exit is an area used when performing evacuation. Agents use
this area as a subgoal to a safe location. We often define exits as a set of point–
radius pairs at a specified level. Safe areas are used in our simulations as goal areas
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for agents evacuating to reach. These areas often define a wider range of space, for
example near the boundary of the environment but can also be represented as point
areas (as with exits).
b. Hazardous Areas and Changing Areas
A hazardous area is another important thing to be able to simulate. We allow these
kinds of areas to be represented by any area type. Although we only show examples
with static hazardous areas, in a complete framework this kind of area could happen
at any point and time in the environment. It could also spread and expand as the
simulation progresses.
B. Multi-Level 3D Roadmaps
1. Environment Construction and Composition
The environments considered here are composed of obstacles and surfaces. Surfaces
represent areas on which the agents can navigate. An agent’s position on the surface
will dictate the agent’s height component. The building-like environments studied
here are composed of levels, stairwells and exits. Each level represents a floor on
which the agents can navigate. Adjacent levels are connected by stairwells. Input
to the problem includes connections between levels and stairwells. Exits for a level
are where stairwells connect to the level. A map of this type of environment has a
structure like the graph shown in Figure 1(a). The subgraphs are shown, labeled SGi,
which represent valid movements at level i.
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(a) Abstract Environmental Representation
(b) Simple 3D Surface (c) Projected Surface
Figure 1: (a) An abstraction of the problem is given showing a complete graph, G,
with the subgraphs labeled SG1..N . Each level in our building construction can be
decomposed into subgraphs, with exits defining connections between other levels. (b)
An example 3D surface with a long ramp leading up to the main level. (c) The
surface projected to 2D. Also shown are sample configurations with valid and invalid
connections.
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2. Creating Roadmaps in Our System: Sampling and Connection in 2D and On
Surfaces
Using roadmaps in evacuation planning systems and crowd motion provide many ad-
vantages over traditional navigation techniques. A roadmap is a light weight represen-
tation of the environment. It allows an agent to find routes through the environment
as it approximates the connectivity of the free space in the environment and can be
quickly updated as the situation changes. Paths can be selected that avoid certain
areas or are biased towards other areas.
Roadmaps are graph representations of an environment that encode feasible,
collision-free paths through the environment. Agents navigating in environments
consisting of multi-level surfaces, such as buildings, need the ability to map these
spaces. The agents encode valid movements on the surfaces by first sampling collision-
free nodes on each surface. Connections are allowed between nodes on the same
surface in which the straight line along that surface, projected to a 2-dimensional
plane, remains completely within the projected polygon and is not in collision with
objects on the surface. An example surface and its projection to a 2D surface is
shown in Figure 1(b,c). The last step is to make connections between surfaces that
are defined to be connected based on an input environmental configuration.
Sharing a roadmap among agents may seem to be an unrealistic capability, how-
ever, this may allow agents to select paths that more closely resemble paths that
humans would select. This is because humans inherently have reasoning skills about
where other agents may go and areas that may be congested. We investigate tech-
niques for using a shared roadmap in our evacuation behavior that improves the
evacuation routes selected. The shared roadmap may be adjusted by each agent
resulting in the path selected being affected by other agents implicitly.
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Roadmaps can also encode global information which may be useful to groups of
agents, such as by storing information about an area to avoid, or by associating certain
zones in the environment with certain groups of agents. Additionally, agents can
then perform searches on the roadmap based on actions and observations that other
agents they are cooperating with have made. These graphs/roadmaps are an essential
component for our pursuit/evasion scenarios. Other benefits of the roadmap include
the low computational cost of querying them once they are created and repairing them
when the environment has changed. Rather than having to check for collisions during
every time step (which would be very computationally-intensive), agents can query a
valid roadmap quickly for paths guaranteed to be both available and collision-free.
3. Path as a Guide With Optimization at Various Levels
The roadmaps are used to generate paths through the free areas of the environment
that will guide an agent from some start to goal location. These paths can be adhered
to strictly or act as a guide that is optimized based on agent specific criteria. In many
of the examples we study, we allow the agents to use the paths from the roadmap as
merely a guide through the environment. Agent path optimization parameters allow
the agent to improve the path to more quickly reach a goal location or to modify it
to allow for greater clearance. An example of this process is shown in Figure 2 with
varying levels of path smoothing shown in simulation in Figure 3. As the agent is
navigating through the environment following a path, another parameter determines
the distance required for a subgoal to be considered reached. These parameters play
an important role in determining how closely an agent adheres to the roadmap and









Figure 2: This figure illustrates the usage of roadmaps and paths used during navi-
gation. (a) An example environment shown with two polygonal obstacles (shaded),
representative roadmap and agent utilizing roadmap (shaded circle). (b) A path
extracted from the agent’s location to a goal location G. (c) A path reduced to a
pre-defined resolution. (d) The reduced path is optimized to allow the agent to reach
the goal faster. An agent considers a sub-goal along the path as reach when within






Figure 3: Path smoothing at various levels: (a) No smoothing applied to a path ;
(b) Path with medium smoothing and (c) Highly smoothed path resulting in highly
optimized route.
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C. Agent Movement and Environmental Impact
In this section, the movement of agents in our simulation and the relation to other
approaches is described. Our multi-agent system has inherent similarities to other
approaches that have been proposed and is addressed here. We also give some valida-
tion on the movement of agents as they navigate in crowded scenes which is based on
classical observed values [113]. Here we also show the impact that the environment
can have on the movement of agents.
The social forces model [15, 16] and basic flocking forces [29, 53, 52, 51] are
models that have been proposed to improve local motions of agents navigating in
an environment. While we support a variety of force models, including the basic
flocking force model, we emulate the social forces model by including the body force
between an agent and the agent nearest to it. This allows agents to appear to avoid
nearby agents without requiring complex computation between all agents in it’s sen-
sory range. As with other models, the amount of force applied away from the nearest
agent is a parameter that can vastly affect the agent’s movement.
An aspect of evacuation that has been observed is that people will often prefer
or only have knowledge about certain exits [82]. We encode this by varying the level
of environment knowledge that each agent has, for example some agents may know
about all exits and safe areas in the environment while others are given a random
subset.
The directors in our simulations can be considered the trained leaders as in [10].
A cooperation parameter dictates whether or not evacuating agents will accept infor-
mation from a director. This allows us to achieve guidance from one set of agents to
another with the potential for the evacuating agents to choose to ignore the informa-
tion being given.
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Figure 4: Environment used to compare movement of agents which consists of agents
on one level that must pass through a corridor in order to reach a safe area.
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1. Agent Movement Metrics
The local motion of agents navigating through a simulated environment is important
in our work. This motion is one aspect looked at to determine how well a system
models the local interaction occurring between agents. While these interactions and
the impact that agents have on one another are best seen visually, they can also be
measured quantitatively.
We have developed metrics to show that our model of agent movement can re-
produce classic local motion values that have been observed [113]. These metrics can
be used to evaluate an evacuation or in the future, directors can use these metrics to
improve the guidance they are providing to evacuating agents. The local motion is
important because we would like to capture local interactions that occur as passage-
ways become congested. In general, we are just as interested in pathways selected
and how they are adapted as interaction occurs.
An example of this motion validation is done in the environment shown in Fig-
ure 4. This environment consists of agents on one level that must pass through a
corridor in order to reach a safe area. In Figure 5, the speed-flow relationship is
shown in our system. It can be observed that low flow corresponds to either few
agents passing through the corridor or too many agents passing through. The best
flow is reached at a certain point and then declines as more agents pass through. The
speed-density relationship is shown in Figure 6. As in the previous example, the av-
erage speed of agents passing through the corridor decreases as the density increases.
It should be noted that in this example we do not compute density in the same way
as [113]. Rather, we compute the average velocity of agents as they pass through the
corridor when increasing the number of agents in the simulation. The relationships
shown in Figure 5(b) and Figure 6(b) are recreated from values
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(a) Speed vs. Flow (our system)
(b) Speed vs. Flow (classic values)
Figure 5: (a) Speed/flow relationship in our system compared to (b) classic values
observed.
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(a) Speed vs. Density (our system)
(b) Speed vs. Density (classic values)
Figure 6: (a) Speed/density relationship in our system compared to (b) classic values
observed.
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2. Impact of Environment on Pedestrian Flow
Our system can be used to evaluate the result of environmental changes on the evacu-
ation process. This could be a useful tool during the design process when determining
necessary widths for corridors, accesses and other portions of the environment that
could impact movement through the structure. Examples of how the environment
can change the overall pedestrian flow is shown in Chapter VI, Section F.7.
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CHAPTER IV
SEARCH AND TRACKING TECHNIQUES∗
The proposed roadmap-based approach is well suited for supporting many search
techniques. In this chapter, an overview of search strategies that have been developed
to handle more complex scenarios is described. Also in this chapter, a probability-
based agent tracking model is described which will allow an agent to track another
set of agents when they have left the agent’s field-of-view.
A. Behavior: Search
In this section, we describe the search behaviors that are used in this work. Some of
the behaviors were included as baselines for testing our system and for improving the
behavioral development process. These include some of basic heuristic search behav-
iors. Other behaviors have been developed for use with roadmaps and as components
of cooperative pursuit-evasion behaviors.
1. Heuristic Roadmap-Based Search Behaviors
We describe three distinct types of searching behaviors. For the first type, the de-
cisions are made by agents based on the information available to the agent at that
given time. These behaviors, basic and scanning, are more individual-based although
the agents do interact with each other. The second type of behavior is a group-based
local search. These agents divide into groups and search a local area cooperatively.
The behavior we propose here that exhibits this property is referred to as rendezvous.
∗Part of the data reported in this chapter is reprinted with the kind permission of
Springer Science+Business Media from “Roadmap-Based Level Clearing of Buildings”
in Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Vol. 7060, by S. Rodriguez and N. M. Amato,
2011, Springer, Berlin. Copyright 2011 by Springer. [25]
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The final type of behavior we propose divides the environment into areas in which
each agent is responsible for searching, a behavior we refer to here as territorial. In
frontier searching, the agents explore the boundaries of the searched space.
a. Basic Search
This behavior was developed to show how a group of agents can utilize a roadmap in
order to effectively search an environment [52]. The goal of this behavior is for the
agents in the group to visit as much of the environment as possible. For this behavior,
agents use the roadmap to obtain pathways to free areas of the environment. The
effectiveness of this behavior has an underlying dependence on the quality of the
roadmap used by the agents.
In this behavior, the goal is to have some agent in the group visit all edges and
vertices of the roadmap. As agents in the group traverse a roadmap, they select
roadmap edges to follow based on the edge weights of edges connected to the nearest
roadmap node. All edges are initially weighted the same. As the agents traverse a
roadmap edge the weight is increased to indicate that the edge has been traversed.
Since the goal is to cover the environment, the individual agents are biased toward
relatively uncovered areas of the roadmap. This is achieved by having agents select
lower weighted roadmap edges with a higher probability. In Figure 7(a), an example
is shown of a roadmap node being reached by an agent with the potential outgoing
edges and edge weights labeled.
b. Covering by Scanning Nearby Areas
The objective of this behavior is to determine locations that are currently unobserved,
and move to a position where those locations are observable. The agent initially














































































































































































(c) Rendezvous (d) Territorial
Figure 7: This figure illustrates the decisions made by each behavior. (a) Basic: an
agent reaches a subgoal then randomly selects the next goal based on the edge weights
of neighboring nodes. (b) Scanning: an agent communicates with neighboring agents
in order to determine its next subgoal, ignoring goals visible to neighboring agents.
(c) Rendezvous: a group of three agents agree to a local goal and generate different
paths to that goal. (d) Territorial: the environment is partitioned and each agent is
responsible for searching their portion of the environment.
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that the point is out of the sensory range of the agent. Alternately, the point could
be within sensory range of the agent, but with an obstacle between the agent and the
point, thus preventing the detection of the point.
The agent utilizes the roadmap to navigate to the currently selected point in the
list. Once that point is observed, it is removed from the list. Furthermore, any other
points in the list that are observed on the way to the currently selected point will
also be removed from the list.
The agents are able to communicate when in direct sensory range, provided that
there are no obstacles between the agents. When communicating, any points that
one agent can observe that the other is seeking will be marked as covered. Similarly,
when obtaining a new list of locations to explore, an agent will discard points that
are detectable by agents with whom it can communicate. In Figure 7(b), an example
of agents scanning an area is shown with the potential for agent A to communicate
with agent B.
c. Rendezvous: Team-based Covering
The objective of this behavior is for teams of agents to traverse the roadmap to a
common, randomly selected goal node. Furthermore, the agents attempt to select
different paths on the roadmap if possible. In order to accomplish this, the agents
must have access to a shared, global roadmap with adaptive edges, preferably with a
high level of connectivity to provide many alternate routes from a given node to any
other node.
As the agents determine their paths to a goal, they will reweight the edges
connected to the nodes on the path. Subsequent agents will be biased away from
these reweighted edges, and will seek other paths.
Upon reaching the goal node, an agent will wait at that node until the other
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agents have also arrived. At this point, the original weights on the roadmap will be
restored, and a new common goal will be randomly chosen. An example of agents
generating rendezvous routes to a common goal location is shown in Figure 7(c).
d. Territorial Covering
In a territorial covering using the roadmap, the roadmap will be first partitioned
into components, one for each agent. Once the roadmap has been partitioned, an
agent will be assigned to search each region of the environment. In this way, the
responsibility of searching the environment is divided among the agents based on the
partitioning of the roadmap. An example is shown in Figure 7(d) of an environment
partitioned for five agents.
e. Frontier Covering
Exploring the frontier between what has been observed and what is still unobserved
is a traditional approach to searching [95]. We extend this approach by marking
nodes in the shared roadmap with labels of clear, frontier or unclear. In this way, the
agents benefit from work done by other agents in clearing the environment. This also
represents a form of communication since the roadmap is shared and marked when
cleared.
In multi-level environments, the frontier behavior may be paired with a level-by-
level search so the agents can search each level in a coordinated way. We allow the
scenario designer to specify the order in which agents should search and attempt to
clear the environment in order to see the effect of different strategies. This also allows
agents to be assigned to search certain portions of the environment.
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f. Probabilistic Exploration
Probabilistic exploration of the environment is when an agent uses its tracking prob-
ability model in order to explore the environment to search for the target being
tracked. In this searching behavior the agent will plan its motion towards the node
of the roadmap with the highest temperature as described in Section C.
B. Visibility and Graph Theoretical Approaches within Our Framework
Our level clearing algorithm is an intuitive approach to handle complex three-dimensional
environments in our roadmap-based approach. It can be described as a process where
agents iteratively attempt to clear adjacent levels of the environment until reaching
the last level. This clearing process is done by guarding the stairwells between levels,
which prevents recontamination of cleared levels from portions of the environment
that have not yet been cleared. An overview of the entire process can be seen in Al-
gorithm B.1. The first step is to generate a roadmap based on the environment. The
roadmap is then partitioned into sub-graphs, as in Figure 1(a), based on levels, the
input configuration of the environment and the exits and stairwells that exist. The
partitioning is something that could be automated with more advanced graph-based
techniques; we leave this for future work. The agents then search the environment
from one level to the next until each level has been cleared. We describe two strate-
gies for clearing each level. The first strategy involves selecting coverage locations
from the roadmap with the goal of covering the entire roadmap at a given level. The
second strategy involves building clearing paths on a level between cleared portions
of the roadmap to uncleared areas until the roadmap (at that level) is fully cleared.
The agents plan their paths to goal locations dictated by each strategy and traverse
their path reaching the final goal. Once all agents are at the goal locations, the envi-
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ronment at that level is considered covered (based on the mapping) and the process
can continue at the next level.




3: Partition rdmp into subgraphs based on levels/environment




8: agents traverse path to assigned goal
9: until all agents reach goals
10: end for
1. Strategy 1: Guard and Coverage Locations
The process of generating coverage locations for a given level, i, is shown in Algo-
rithm B.2. In this process, nodesi in the input roadmap at level i are first selected.
Each exit at level i is considered a guard location Ggi . These exits are located near
stairwells and would prevent a target agent from entering or leaving the current level

































(b) General Env. Graph
Figure 8: (a) The types of graph we were initially able to search which represented
multi-level buildings with the additional requirement of identifying exit information
at each level. (b) The general type of graph we can handle in this work where
connections can exist between any levels and the underlying clearing path algorithm
can be used to generate clearing paths for each level. The environments in (a) can
be represented as the graphs in (b).
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the entrances and exits of the underlying subgraph at level i, SGi. In our current
problem formulation, these exit locations are input configurations.
The remaining problem is to cover level i as well as possible with the given
agents. We achieve this using a greedy algorithm based on the roadmap nodes that
were generated at level i. The nodes, nodesi, which are covered by guard locations
Ggi are marked as cleared. Coverage locations, Gci , for level i are generated in a
greedy manner such that the next node added to Gci is the node that will maximize
coverage among all the remaining uncleared nodes in nodesi. This is a process similar
to what was presented in [97]. The number of agents needed to guarantee a covering
of level i is Ggi +Gci .
Overall, the maximum number of agents needed to guarantee a clearing of an
environment is given by: maxi∈env {Ggi + Gci} where i represents each level to clear
and Ggi are guard locations at each level and Gci are the coverage locations selected.
An interesting aspect of this solution is that the ordering of the returned coverage
locations affects the amount of coverage. Often, the total number of searching agents
needed may be much more than the number of agents available. In these cases, we can
report the portion of each environment that would be covered based on the coverage
value returned by the number of agents available. These agents would also attempt to
maximize coverage by going to coverage locations in the order that they were selected
based on the greedy algorithm presented in Algorithm B.2.
2. Strategy 2: Guard Locations and Clearing Paths
The basic idea of this strategy is similiar to Strategy 1. However, when using clearing
paths, agents can clear entire areas using the underlying encoding of the roadmap and
cooperation between other agents. As in Algorithm B.2, guard locations are generated
initially and the nodes covered are marked as clear. The main difference is that instead
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Algorithm B.2 Generate Coverage Locations
Input: environment env, roadmap rdmp, current level searching i
1: nodesi ← rdmp.nodesAtLevel(i)
2: Ggi ← env.ExitsAtLevel(i)
3: markNodesCleared(nodesi, Ggi)
4: Gci ← ∅
5: while existNodesUncleared(nodesi) do
6: Nj ← uncleared node ∈ nodesi with max coverage
7: Gci+ = Nj
8: markNodesCleared(nodesi, Nj)
9: end while
10: return { Ggi +Gci }
of selecting the node that maximizes the coverage, the clearing path selected is one
that maximizes the path traveled through the level as a way of maximizing the area
covered by the clearing path.
In our initial work [25], we looked at the search of multi-level building-like struc-
tures that could be represented by a layered graph as shown in Figure 8(a). We have
extended the work to abstract the allowable environmental representation where ar-
bitrary level connections are allowed which allows for much more general environment
types to be considered. An example of the connections allowed between levels can be
seen in Figure 8(b). In this example, levels to be searched are nodes in the graph and
edges in the graph are the allowable connections between levels.
Clearing paths are started on the frontier of the area that is already covered (i.e.,
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(a) Initial Clearing Path (b) Valid Move (c) Invalid Moves
Figure 9: An example of clearing paths shown. Obstacles are shown thatched, a
roadmap is shown that traverses the corridor with an agent’s view radius also shown
(gray). (a) An initial clearing path with three nodes covered (nodes in blue). The
covered area is outlined in blue. (b) A valid move is shown extending the area covered.
(c) No more valid moves available.
from nodes that are not already cleared). A clearing path, CP , keeps track of the
nodes that are initially covered, Ninit, and nodes that are currently covered, Ncur. As
a clearing path is built up we consider the set of potential moves to be the nodes that
are outgoing from Ncur which are not in Ncur or Ninit. A move is considered valid if
moving to that node leaves the nodes leading to the previous outgoing nodes covered.
In this way we can ensure clearing paths are built up which prevent their Ncur from
becoming contaminated. The paths are built up from all frontier nodes and continue
until no more valid moves exist. A greedy strategy is used to select the path that
maximizes the area covered. We continue to build clearing paths until all nodes on a
level are cleared.
The overall clearing strategy is shown in Alg. B.3. Clearing paths are generated




1: levels = env →getCurrentLevelsSearching()
2: CPC = ClearingPathCollection()
3: CPC.init()
4: outgoing = getOutgoingNodes( levels )
5: while notEmpty( outgoing ) do
6: gL = node in outgoing
7: newCP = new Clearing Path( starting from gL )
8: newCP→setGuardPath()
9: mark nodes cleared
10: CPC.add( newCP)
11: end while
12: while levelsNotCleared(level) do
13: cpMax = generateClearingPathOfMaxClearing( CPC )
14: CPC.add( cpMax )
15: mark nodes cleared
16: end while
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a structure we call a ClearingPathCollection. Given a set of levels to be searched,
guard locations are set where agents will guard nodes that lead to outgoing nodes
(i.e., nodes that are not in the set of levels to be searched). Nodes are then marked
as clear given the set of guard locations generated. The next step is to generate
clearing paths of maximum clearing until all the levels are cleared. Clearing paths of
maximum clearing are started from the nodes on the frontier of the current clearing
path collection. This is shown in Alg. B.5.
In Alg. B.4, a clearing path has a set of nodes that are initially covered and a
set of nodes being covered which are being built up. A move can be taken (from
an outgoing edge), if it is valid. Once a valid move is taken, a new clearing path is
created with the new move added as part of a clearing path. The build clearing path
algorithm is then recursively called until no more valid moves exist.
We consider a valid move to be one that prevents covered nodes from becoming
contaminated. This can be by either previous clearing paths or if the edges outgoing
with nodes that are covered remain covered. In this way, nodes that have edges out
going will remain covered if a move is taken. Examples of valid and invalid moves
within our framework is shown in Figure 9.
3. Pathway Assignments
The process of pathway assignment is critical when attempting to guarantee that
contamination of a covered region does not occur. As a simple example, a guard
agent at a guard location on level i whose group of agents is progressing to level
i+1 might naturally be the guard of the exit associated with the stairwell connecting
levels i and i + 1. This may not happen if an agent is present whose pathway to
the guard location at level i + 1 is shorter. In the assignment process, shown in
Algorithm B.6, all agents have pathways generated from their current location to one
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Algorithm B.4 buildingClearingPath
Input: nCP, starting clearing path; bestCP, best clearing path




5: for pm ∈ potentialMoves do
6: if moveIsValid( nCP, pm ) then
7: new nCP = addMove(nCP,pm)
8: buildOnClearingPath( new nCP, bestCP )
9: if new nCP→Better(bestCP) then
10: bestCP = new nCP
11: end if
12: else
13: if nCP→Better(bestCP) then






Input: CPC, clearing path collection
1: FN = generate frontier nodes from CPC
2: bestCP = NULL
3: for fn ∈ FN do
4: newCP = new Clearing Path( starting from fn )
5: buildOnClearingPath( newCP, bestCP )
6: if newCP→Better(bestCP) then






of the goal locations generated for the next level. The goal locations are then assigned
by the leader agent based on the path distance. This is an iterative process where the
shortest path is selected from all the pathways. Once an agent and goal location pair
has been selected, its associated pathways are removed from the full pathway list as
are the pathways that are associated with the goal location assigned. In this way, we
guarantee that an agent guarding a stairwell at level i leading to level i+1 is selected
to guard the exit at level i+ 1.
Algorithm B.6 Assign Pathways
Input: environment env, roadmap rdmp, current level searching i, group of agents
searching
1: pathWays← ∅ # to store all possible paths
2: goalLocations← env.getGoalLocationsFromStrategy(· · ·)
3: for all a ∈ group do
4: #generate all pathways
5: for all gL ∈ goalLocations do
6: pathi = findPath(a.getPos(), gL)
7: pathWays+ = pathi
8: end for
9: end for
10: Assign goal locations to agents based on path distance
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4. Dependence on Mapping
The main aspects of this approach, generating coverage locations, generating clearing
paths, and pathway assignments, have an inherent dependence on the roadmap. When
attempting to achieve full coverage, we assume that the roadmap gives a good coverage
of the environment. One way we attempt to ensure this is by preventing samples or
configurations from being generated too close to one another. In this way, the nodes
representing the free space in the environment are spread out. The assignment of
pathways also assumes that valid pathways exist between guard locations, through
stairwells, and between levels. We ensure that the roadmap is generated in such a
way that these pathways do exist although it is a known limitation to our approach.
Due to the inherent dependence on the roadmap, our searching agents can be made
more or less intelligent based on the quality of the mapping. This will be shown
in the results. Agents that have a better mapping will have a better chance of fully
clearing an environment whereas agents with a simpler mapping may miss portions of
the environment. This may in fact be useful in games when trying to provide varying
capabilities to adversarial agents.
5. Level Search Examples
We present results in simulated building-like environments, shown in Figures 10(a)
and 12. Each of these environments consists of multiple levels with stairwells connect-
ing adjacent levels. In these problems, stairwells do not exist between non-adjacent
levels. We present results showing the average number of agents that would be needed
to cover each level of the environment given the visibility constraints, which are var-
ied by changing the view radius (VR) distances. The number of agents needed to
clear the environment would be the maximum needed over each of the individual
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(a) Building Example (b) Coverage Locations (c) Clearing Paths
Figure 10: (a) A building example with four levels and multiple passages between
each level. (b) Agents clearing a level by using coverage locations. (c) Clearing paths
generated for top-level given agent visibility restrictions.
floors (which is dependent on the roadmaps generated). Results are generated us-
ing roadmaps that adequately cover the environment, which includes valid pathways
between open areas, hallways and exits. The effect of agent view radius restrictions
is not taken into account during the roadmap construction phase. Results presented
are averaged over ten trial runs, unless specified otherwise.
a. 4 Floor, 5 Hallways
This environment, shown in Figure 10(a), consists of four levels. The first level
consists of an open area with stairwells leading to the second level. The second level
and each subsequent level is divided by four obstacles, creating five hallways off the
main two hallways. The upper levels are connected by two stairways between the
levels. The environment dimensions are 230 units by 140 units. We tested our search
algorithm with a number of agent view radius capabilities (10, 30, 60, 120 and 240
units); results are shown in Figure 11. Results are omitted for view radius capabilities
of 240 units since they match those for agents with a view radius of 120 units. The
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Figure 11: Search results showing number of agents needed in 4 floor, 5 hallway
environment.
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maximum number of searchers needed to clear each level is shown.
As the view radius increases, the number of agents needed to cover each level
decreases. In fact, once the view radius gets large enough, the average number of
agents necessary to cover an environment levels off. In this environment, this hap-
pened when the view radius was 120 or larger, i.e., it required the same number of
agents at each level for view radii of 120 and 240. For a view radius of 60 units and
higher, the upper levels all require the same number of searchers. This corresponds
to guard agents blocking off the exits and hallways and agents required for guarding
the hallways.
The coverage of the environment can be analyzed as coverage locations are added.
The coverage gradually increases until complete coverage is achieved. Given N agents
available to cover and clear an environment, the first N coverage locations would be
used as goals to maximize coverage. If coverage were only required to a certain level,
our approach could give insight into the number of agents necessary to achieve this
coverage. For example, in the case of agents with a view radius 60, as coverage
locations are added to cover the second level the percent of the roadmap covered
progresses like: [22.3, 44.0, 56.0, 79.5, 88.6, 95.2, 98.8 and 100]. If only 98 percent
coverage were required then only 6 agents would be needed as goal locations 7 and 8
would be unnecessary for the first three levels.
The number of agents needed when generating clearing paths in this environment
is much fewer than are needed when trying to cover each level with agents. This is
because the agents can build off the areas that are previously covered to expand the
area that they clear while preventing contamination of that region. In fact, when
agents have smaller view radius values using the clearing paths strategy requires far








Figure 12: Office example.
b. 3 Floor Office Building
The second environment we performed experiments in is shown in Figure 12. This
environment is much more complex than the previous one. It consists of three lev-
els, with many rooms on each level with walls obstructing the view between rooms
and hallways. There are three stairwells between the first and second floor and two
between the second and third floor. This environment has dimensions of 355 units
by 275 units. We tested our search algorithms with a number of agent view radius
capabilities (30, 60, and 300 units); results are shown in Figure 13. The first floor has
900 samples to cover the inside and outer portions of the building while floors 2 and 3
have 250 samples. This minimal sampling is good enough to have expected pathways
through the environment. As before, for each view radius tested, the average number
of searchers needed per level is shown.
When agents are equipped with a view radius of 300 units they have the ability
to see across almost the entire environment. This results in much fewer searchers
needed to guarantee a clearing of the roadmap. The first level generally requires
more searchers because the open space around the building is also considered an area
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Figure 13: Search results in 3 level office building
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to cover in the problem. When agents have a view radius of only 30 units, the number
of searchers needed to cover the roadmap is nearly twice the number needed when
the view radius is 300 units.
The number of agents needed to cover the roadmap with a view radius of 60
units is similar to when they have a view radius of 300. Although we do not have the
ability to compute the optimal geometric coverage locations, we look at the number
of locations needed to guarantee coverage on the third floor of this environment. By
simple inspection, the number of coverage locations needed is shown in Figure 12(a)
when an infinite view radius is used. These locations correspond to two searchers for
the main four hallways (Locations 1 and 2), one for each main room (Locations 3–23)
and two to guard the exits (Locations 24 and 25). These locations would guarantee a
geometric coverage of the third level (with guarding of the exits). With a view radius
of 60 units, an example of locations that are generated is shown in Figure 12(b). For
the most part, the locations shown correspond to those in Figure 12(a) although one
room (corresponding to Location 19) is not guaranteed to be covered. However, the
underlying roadmap was covered.
Our approach results in fewer agents needed when the view radius is set to 300
units. This is because while the roadmap may be covered, the geometric representa-
tion of the environment is not guaranteed to be covered. An example of both good
and missed coverage locations is shown in Figure 14. In this example, we generated
100,000 random samples on the third level of the environment. Samples that were
not covered by the coverage locations are drawn in red. These locations are generally
in the corners of rooms, however cases can occur where a room seems to be covered
based on the roadmap nodes covering that room which may leave a large portion of
the room uncovered (Figure 14(b)). If more complete coverage is desired, a more
densely sampled map can be generated as in Figure 14(c).
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We are able to use clearing paths in this complex environment to clear each level.
It can be seen in Figure 13 that fewer agents are needed when using the clearing paths
strategy. This is true at each level of the environment but especially when the agents
have the more limited view radius (VR 30) in which nearly 30 fewer agents are needed




(b) Missed Coverage (c) Good Coverage
Oversampled Map
Figure 14: Coverage examples of 3D office example. Goal locations shown in green.
Missed samples (out of 100,000 samples) shown in red for third floor.
c. Extended Examples
The level search strategies can be executed without requiring an underlying serial
environmental graph which restricts clearing from one level to the next in either a
bottom-up or top-down manner. This extension is done by starting from a set of
initial levels being cleared and once cleared, traversing the environmental graph in a
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(a) Example General Env. (b) Base Level and Strategy
(c) Level 1 and 3 (d) Level 2
Figure 15: Basic example showing the general level search. A connection is allowed
in the environmental graph between the base level and the top (third) floor.
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breadth first way to get the next set of levels to clear. In this way the environment
is traversed until the strategies have been created at each set of levels which would
guarantee a clearing based on the underlying roadmap.
In Figure 15(a), an example environment is shown which we then run the clearing
strategy on to obtain a clearing. In this example, a connection is allowed between the
base level and the third level with agents starting at the base level. In this way, after
the base level is cleared (with the overall strategy for that level shown in Figure 15(b))
the next set of levels searched are levels 1 and 3. The strategy for these levels is shown
in Figure 15(c). An interesting aspect to note is that one agent would be responsible
for clearing a portion of level 1 and then continuing on to level 3. The final level
searched would then be level 2, shown in Figure 15(d).
A much more complex example is shown in Figure 16(a). This environment is
composed of four buildings. Connections are made in the underlying environmental
graph between the base level and the second level of each building. The clearing
strategies generated are shown in Figure 16(b)-(h). The strategies are built up until
all the buildings are cleared. In Figure 16(h), the building with the fewest levels no
longer has any more levels to search and the remaining buildings are left to be cleared.
This is a much more complex and computationally intensive environment in which to
generate these clearing paths, although our approach is still able to generate clearing
strategies.
C. Agent Tracking Probability Model
This section describes a probability model that can be used in order to track an
agent of interest. The model exploits the roadmap representation of the environment
to model the potential movements of the agent of interest.
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(a) 4 Building Env. (b) Base Level and Strategy
(c) Level 1 (d) Level 2 (e) Level 3
(f) Level 4 (g) Level 5 (h) Level 6
Figure 16: Example with four buildings. The underlying environmental graph as
connections allowed between the base level and the first level of all the buildings.
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Figure 17: A multi-level building example with two columns of levels with passage-
ways connecting the columns of levels.
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This differs from prior approaches that use a probability model. First, we use
an arbitrary roadmap that is not dependent on a regular discretization of the envi-
ronment. Instead, since nodes are randomly sampled, the discretization is dictated
by the roadmap. Secondly, the roadmap approach allows more realistic assumptions
about agents’ capabilities and limitations, considering where the agent believes the
agent being tracked may move.
A Voronoi region is a partitioning of a space in which each region consists of
points that are closer to the object (often a point) representing that partition than to
any of the other objects [114]. We can consider each node of our roadmap to be the
object representing a Voronoi region. Also, each node has a probability associated
with it representing the probability that the agent being tracked is residing in that
region.
We can consider each node of the roadmap to represent a disjoint subset of points:
every point in the free space of the environment maps to the node closest to it. This
mapping partitions the environment into regions represented by the roadmap nodes.
The edges of the roadmap represent the available transitions an agent can make
between regions. There is also an implicit self-edge, meaning an agent can remain in
the region during a transition. Due to agent capabilities, agents in a common region
represented by a node need not be visible to one another and agents visible to one
another are often not in the same cell.
An agent in the environment exists in one Voronoi region at any time. Since the
agent has bounded speed, it moves a finite distance in a single time step. After its
movement, it is either in the same region it was previously in, or it has moved to an
adjacent region. Each region can be thought of as a state. After every time step, an
agent continues to be in its previous state or has transitioned to a neighboring state.
Since each region is represented by a roadmap node, we can consider an edge between
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any pair of nodes to represent a transition between two states.
We can therefore model the movements of an unseen agent by assigning transition
probabilities to each node n and its neighbors (called successors here) S. Probability
is distributed in a simple manner. Some amount of the probability of a node, Pn,before
remains on a node, Pn,new = P
′
n,new+1/(|S|+1)∗Pn,before. The rest will be distributed
equally among its successors, Ps = P
′
s + 1/(|S| + 1) ∗ Pn,before, where Ps is the new
probability associated with the node for the updated model. This probability model
is updated at each time step in our simulation. We define the temperature of a node
n to be T (n) = Pn +
∑
s∈succ(n) Ps, where P is the probability at a node. This node is
called a hotspot if T (n) > ǫ, ǫ being a threshold value.
1. Tracking Examples
In this section, three basic comparative studies are shown: a) a comparison of search
strategies, b) a basic comparison when using probability model, and c) a more complex
scenario in a two level office building. All scenarios were allowed to run a finite
number of time steps in our framework. There was no other stopping criteria for the
simulation.
a. Scenario: Immobile Targets
This scenario takes place in a two column building, shown in Figure 17 with results
shown in Table I. This scenario involves five pursuers searching for 100 immobile
targets. The immobile targets are randomly scattered throughout the environment.
The pursuers’ roadmap is sufficiently sampled and connected to represent the free
space of the environment. The pursuers use one of the searching behaviors as de-
scribed in Section A. For this scenario, since the evaders are immobile we recorded
the number of captures, and the percent of time these evaders stay hidden (averaged
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over all evaders).
Table I: We show how each searching behavior performed by comparing the number
of captures and the percent of time the evaders stay hidden in a multi-level building
example with two columns of levels. Results are run in the environment shown in
Figure 17.






In this scenario, we see how the various behaviors perform. The frontier behavior
performed the best for this scenario. It captured on average 99.6 out of 100 targets.
The frontier behavior performed better than the other various behaviors because it
uses implicit communication to better explore the environment. Both the level and
basic search strategies perform about the same. These do not use any communication,
so some of the agents end up re-exploring areas already explored by their fellow
pursuers. This explains the increase in percent of time hidden as compared to the
frontier behavior, 0.26 and 0.25 as compared to 0.21 for frontier. The probabilistic
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search performs poorly in this scenario because it is modeling moving agents, and
has no communication to share models between agents. Since the behavior models
moving agents, it re-explores areas which it has visited more often than the covering
or the level search might do.
b. Scenario: Tracking
In this scenario, we compare a basic search with and without the probability model to
show the base effectiveness on one pursuer. One pursuer tries to capture 10 evaders.
The pursuer is given a slight advantage of speed, while the evaders have an improved
view radius. This experiment was done in a simple three level building environment,
shown in Figure 18 with results in Table II. Here we compare not only the number
of captures but also the total time spent chasing agents.
Table II: A comparison of search with and without the probability model in a three-
level building example which is shown in Figure 18.
Search Prob. Num Total
Strategy Model Captures Chase
Basic N 6.8 2264
Basic Y 8.6 3630
Probabilistic Y 5.9 3011
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Figure 18: A three-level building example with multiple stairwells connecting succes-
sive levels.
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Figure 19: The complex two level office building example used to in testing the agent
tracking probability model.
From this experiment we can see the base effectiveness of the probability model
for tracking. The advantage of the evaders in view radius allows them to move
more effectively to get out of view of the pursuer, allowing the model to show its
effectiveness. We see an average improvement in the number of captures of 1.8. Also
seen is an improvement in the total chase time. Agents with the probability model
can chase agents better, and we see that Basic and Probabilistic searches using the
model have better chases than without the model, 3630, and 3011 as compared to
2264.
c. Scenario: Office Building
In the office building scenario, five pursuers attempt to capture twenty evaders.











































Figure 20: Comparison for searching behaviors with and without the agent tracking
probability model in a complex office building, shown in Figure 19. In (a), the
average number of captures is shown where using the probability model results in more
captures. In (b), the time the pursuers spend chasing is shown with the probability
model increasing the time agents end up chasing an evader.
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Evaders can effectively move around corners and out of view readily, making captures
highly difficult. This scenario takes place in a two level office building with many
rooms shown in Figure 19 and results in Figure 20. We compare the number of cap-
tures and the total chasing time of the three search strategies with and without the
probability model.
The effectiveness of the tracking probability model can be seen in Figure 20. In
all searching behaviors, using probabilistic tracking improves the number of captures
and the chase time. The level search did not see as much improvement in the number
of captures as the others did, but it still increased the total chase time. This increase
in chase time shows the pursuers are better able to predict where the evaders may be
so they can resume chasing.
From each of the experiments shown, we see that while using the probability
model alone may not result in a good searching strategy, when combined with tradi-
tional searching strategies, it becomes an effective method of tracking and capturing,




A. Motivation, Goals and Objectives
The chase between a pursuer and an evader is an exciting display of dynamic inter-
action and competition between two groups, each trying to outmaneuver the other in
a time-sensitive manner. When this is further extended to include teams of pursuers,
this problem combines cooperative problem solving with fast-paced competition in
scenarios that are often seen in the real world. Both of these aspects have a wide
range of applications, and are one reason for the prevalence of the pursuit/evasion
problem in a wide range of disciplines.
While a great deal of work has been done in the area, each category of the
pursuit/evasion problem has a set of restrictions and assumptions about the environ-
ment or the agents involved to make it more manageable. For example, in the case
of graph-based approaches, the agents are limited to moving on the nodes and the
edges [93]. In geometry based approaches, the environment is often limited to being
polygonal [18]. In fact, the types of visibility restrictions that agents can handle is
often one of the main limiting factors [104, 105]. While providing a means for de-
veloping a more complete solution, these assumptions limit the scope of the problem
and consequently the applicability of the techniques.
∗Part of the data reported in this chapter is reprinted with the kind permis-
sion of Springer Science+Business Media from “Toward Simulating Realistic Pursuit-
Evasion Using a Roadmap-Based Approach” in Lecture Notes in Computer Science,
Vol. 6459, by S. Rodriguez, J. Denny, T. Zourntos, and N. M. Amato, 2010, Springer,
Berlin. Copyright 2010 by Springer. [22] Part of the data reported in this chapter is
reprinted with the kind permission of IEEE from “Toward Realistic Pursuit-Evasion
Using a Roadmap-Based Approach” in Proc. IEEE Int. Conf. Robotics and Au-
tomation (ICRA), by S. Rodriguez, J. Denny, J. Burgos, A. Mahadevan, L. Murray,
A. Kodochygov, T. Zourntos, and N. M. Amato, 2011. Copyright c©2011, IEEE. [23]
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A contribution of this work is our versatile approach for agent-based pursuit-
evasion games that extend the range of applications that we are able to handle. We
are able to extend the scenarios to 3D-scenarios that require more complex visibility
checks that consider obstacles, surfaces, and agents in the environment. This 3D
extension is critical for handling the more realistic situations we are interested in
studying. The only work of which we are aware that uses 3D visibility during pursuit
evasion is a recent approach using height maps on terrains [108].
In our framework, agents are equipped with a roadmap (used for navigation), a
set of capabilities, and behaviors which define the actions they will take given their
knowledge of the environment. The agents and behaviors are versatile and tunable
so that the kinds of agents and the behaviors being applied can be adjusted with
a set of parameters that define them. This general representation of the problem
allows us to use the same approach for pursuit-evasion in very simple environments
as well as a range of more complex scenarios that have received much less attention.
We demonstrate our approach on mobile robots and in simulated scenarios involving
pursuit-evasion and tag on terrains, in multi-story buildings and in crowds.
B. Problem Definition
The traditional pursuit/evasion problem that we consider consists of one set of agents,
the pursuers H, attempting to capture another set of agents, the evaders E. An
evader e ⊂ E is considered captured if a non zero set of pursuers h ⊂ H is within
some predefined distance d ≥ 0 of e. The pursuers and evaders may have different
levels of environmental knowledge, sensing abilities and capabilities, which affect the
overall time to capture. The pursuit we study is a complete chase which consists of
searching for a target agent and maintaining visibility until a capture can occur. The
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evading agents take adversarial actions which involve fleeing from the pursuing agents
that have been detected and improving on hiding locations when undetected.
1. Our Approach
In an attempt to explore a range of the entire pursuit/evasion spectrum we have
developed an approach that allows for quick and easy development of strategies for
different versions of the problem. Our approach gives the user full control over a
number of parameters including agent and behavioral properties. This ability allows
us to explore a wide spectrum of problems and provides the basis for a framework that
provides flexibility and control to the user over a range of interesting pursuit/evasion
games and simulations.
C. Behavior: General Pursuit
Our general pursuit strategy, shown in Algorithm C.1, has four stages: location of
the target, creation of a pursuit plan, acting upon the plan, and then evaluating
pursuit status. A wide range of pursuit strategies can be employed by enabling
certain customizations of the general pursuing strategy. As an example, the most
basic pursuit strategy will chase a target, once located, in a direct path until it either
captures the target or the target is no longer visible.
A target may be available to an agent through either direct observation or
through communication with nearby agents (communication being a capability that
may be enabled or not). Determining which potential target to pursue involves se-
lecting the target agent from all potential targets which is most likely to result in
a successful capture. While we typically use distance as the criteria for selecting a
target to pursue, other factors could be used such as the size, health, or stamina of
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Algorithm C.1 General Pursuing Algorithm
Input: Agent s and perceived data (neighboring agents)
1: if a target exists then
2: Determine which potential target to pursue
3: Create a pursuit plan
4: Selection individual pursuit roles
5: Execute plan and pursue the target
6: Determine status — terminate on success or failure
7: else
8: search for target
9: end if
the agent. In creating a pursuit plan, agents may take into account behavioral fac-
tors, described further in the enhancements section. The plan created should take the
agent from its current location to a location that will improve its chances of capturing
the evading agent. The plan is executed until it is no longer valid (e.g., the target
agent is no longer within range of the final goal of the plan or the target is no longer
available).
1. Enhancements
The basic pursuit strategy consists of an agent chasing a target toward the target’s
current location. Many improvements to this basic pursuit strategy can be enabled
which potentially improve the success rate of a group of pursuing agents. Pursuing
agents can head off an evading agent by planning their path to intercept it; we refer
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to this as an intercepting behavior. Pursuing agents can also avoid over re-planning
by only creating a new pursuit plan when the evading agent has moved far enough
away from the previously planned pursuit route. This can prevent erratic motion of
the pursuing agent.
Another enhancement that cooperating pursuing agents can be given is the abil-
ity to flank an evading agent. Pursuing agents attempt to flank by spreading out
behind the evading agent while chasing. This restricts the evaders motions when an
evasive action is needed (for example near an obstacle or boundary). Our flanking
enhancement allows agents in a pursuit group to plan their path to flank positions
around a target; this corresponds to selecting individual roles from Algorithm C.1.
Enabling communication between pursuing agents can improve a pursuing agent’s
effectiveness. For example, communication can alert a pursuing agent to the location
of an evading agent. Communication between agents can also allow for one agent,
the leader, to request other agents to follow that agent when searching the environ-
ment. This type of communication potentially allows for more coordination between
pursuing agents which is necessary in some pursuit scenarios.
D. Behavior: General Evasion
Our general evasion strategy, shown in Algorithm D.1, attempts to reduce the like-
lihood of being or staying visible to opposing agents. In this behavior, an agent
generates hiding locations, usually within a certain range, in the environment. These
positions are then evaluated, or scored. Different scoring functions are used depending
on whether or not pursuers are present. A new hiding location can then be selected
if one is found such that the score of the new location achieves some predefined per-
centage increase over the score of the current hiding location being used. The new
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goal and path are updated if a location is found that sufficiently improves the score.
Algorithm D.1 General Evasion Algorithm
Input: Agent s and perceived data (neighboring agents)
1: if Evasive plan is needed then
2: Determine strategy for evasion
3: Begin execution of the strategy
4: Adapt strategy to current situation
5: else
6: attempt to improve hiding location
7: end if
1. Scoring Hiding Locations
In the case of an evading agent being undetected by pursuing agents, the goal of the
evading agent is to decrease its likelihood of being detected. While the framework
is flexible and can accommodate many options, in the current implementation, the
score for each hiding location evaluated is determined by the visibility to all other
potential hiding locations. A hiding location with low visibility is preferred over one
with high visibility, i.e., a location that is blocked by objects in the environment is
preferred.
When an evading agent detects one or more pursuing agents, five criteria are
used for scoring hiding locations:
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• Distance to Pursuers (α): This value will determine how much an agent
prefers locations that are further away from the visible agents. The distance a
hiding location is from all visible pursuing agents can be computed and then
scaled by the evading agent’s view radius.
• Direction to Pursuers (β): The direction to a hiding location is computed
and scored so that directions away from pursuing agents are preferred.
• Distance To Boundary (γ): The distance to the boundary of a hiding lo-
cation can be factored in to the final score by weighting the factor when the
potential hiding location is within some predefined distance to the boundary.
This factor will allow agents to prefer hiding locations away from the boundary
and reduce the likelihood of being trapped by the boundary.
• Visibility Restricted Surfaces (δ): The weight of this factor can be deter-
mined by how much a hiding location is obscured by surfaces in the environment.
• Visibility Restricted by Other Agents (ǫ): Other agents can be used when
scoring hiding locations. A hiding location can be weighted such that an agent
prefers a location that has other agents in between pursuing agent locations and
the hiding location.
An evasion strategy can be defined to be a weighted set of these factors, <
α, β, γ, δ, ǫ > so that evading agents can be tuned to prefer certain kinds of evasion
strategies. These tunable factors allow for our adversarial evaders to exhibit poten-
tially very different behaviors and are different from many approaches that assume the
evading agents have a set evasion strategy. As an example, for two evasion strategies,
S1 and S2, with all factors being equal except γ1 ≪ γ2 would result in S2 avoiding
the boundary more than S1.
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E. Experimental Results
We present results for pursuit/evasion scenarios that have not received as much at-
tention by other researchers. These involve more complex environments where the
visibility of the agents is restricted by the environment. We also show examples
where some interesting interaction takes place between the groups of agents being
simulated. In the following, we show results in terrains, crowds, and a multi-level
environment. We also show an example of interacting behaviors where agents play a
game of tag with varying pursuit and evasion behaviors. Results show the average
proportion/number of captures, the average time to capture, minimum and maximum
time spent chasing among the pursuing agents, minimum and maximum time hidden
for the evading agents and the proportion of time hidden. These values give insight
into how involved each agent was in the pursuit process both in the chasing aspect
and in the searching of the environment. The maximum number of time steps used
throughout any simulation is 5000.
1. Terrain
The terrain environment, shown in Figure 21, consists of multiple hills and valleys
with dimensions of 195 by 150 units and a maximum height 18.5 units. This provides
numerous hiding locations for the evading agents. In the first scenario, 5 pursuing
and 5 evading agents react to one another in the pursuit evasion game until the
pursuing agents capture the evading agents. The pursuit behaviors tested in this
environment are: basic pursuit, intercepting behavior, a flanking behavior and with
sharing targets between pursing agents which are also intercepting. Pursuing agents
have a maximum velocity of 4, a view radius of 40 and heights of 6 units. Evading
agents have a maximum velocity of 6, a view radius of 50 and heights of 3. In this
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Figure 21: Terrain environment used to compare behavior types, with hills and valleys
















































































Scenario1: 5 pursuers, 5 evaders














(b) Scenario 1: Times
Figure 22: Pursuit/Evasion on a terrain with hills and valleys obscuring visibility
in scenario 1 with 5 pursuers and 5 evaders. Environment shown in Figure 21. (a)
Illustrates proportion of agents captured and time hidden . (b) The average time to

































































Scenario2: 4 pursuers, 1 evader










(b) Scenario 2: Times
Figure 23: Pursuit/Evasion on a terrain with hills and valleys obscuring visibility
in scenario 2 with 4 pursuers and 1 evader. Environment shown in Figure 21. (a)
Illustrates proportion of agents captured and time hidden . (b) The average time to
capture and minimum/maximum times for chasing and time hidden.
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scenario, a slight advantage is given to the evading agents where they are faster and
can sense more of the environment than the pursuing agents.
In Figure 22, for Scenario 1, it can be seen that using only basic pursuit results in
fairly poor performance since the evading agents can easily outmaneuver the pursuers.
In this table, the proportion of captures is an average of the proportion of captures per
run. When pursuing agents attempt to intercept or head off the evading agents, the
performance improves overall resulting in more captures and lower time to capture. In
this case, adding the flank behavior does not improve results over using an intercepting
behavior. Also, sharing a target among the pursuing agents greatly improves the
pursuing agents’ effectiveness.
In Figure 23, results are shown for the second scenario where 4 pursuers attempt
to capture a single evading agent. A much greater advantage is given to the evading
agent by giving it a faster maximum velocity. Pursuing agents have a maximum
velocity of 2, view radius of 80 and height of 6 units. Evading agents have a maximum
velocity of 9, view radius of 80 and height of 3. In the table, the proportion of captures
refers to an average of successful captures within the time limit over all runs. In this
scenario, both sets of agents have similar sensing abilities, being able to detect a large
portion of the environment that is not blocked by obstacles/surfaces. Both basic and
intercepting behaviors have fairly low captures with the flank behavior outperforming
both. This is an example where coordination and communication between agents is
needed given the evading agent’s superior maneuverability. In each scenario, utilizing
some effective enhancements allows agents to restrict the number of evasive actions.
2. Crowd
In an environment with a crowd, the evading agents can hide among crowd members.
While the test environment is very basic, including the crowd in the problem adds
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(a) Simple Crowd (Computational Model)
(b) Complex Crowd (Animated Model)
Figure 24: (a) Pursuit/Evasion in a crowd of other agents (5 pursuing, 5 evading, 30 in
crowd). Pursuing agents shown in Top Left corner of image, evading agents shorter,
blue cylinders at center and crowd are tall, green cylinders. (b) A more complex
model shown with a crowd of 100 members. Pursuers are shown with smaller view
radius (pink) and evaders have a larger view radius (blue).
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Table III: Pursuit/Evasion in a crowd of other agents (5 pursuing, 5 evading, 30 in
crowd). Pursuing agents shown in Top Left corner of image, evading agents shorter,
blue cylinders at center and crowd are tall, green cylinders. Environment shown in
Figure 24.
Scenario Num Time Min/Max Min/Max Prop.
Capt. To Time Time Time
Capture Chasing Hidden Hidden
basic 3 1013.2 19/376 1152/4727 0.5889
flank 4.5 770.5 144/458 911/3959 0.4418
intercepting,
share 5 448.4 126/543 418/1744 0.4104
target
another level of complexity. The environment dimensions are 110 by 100 units with
30 members of the crowd tall enough to obscure visibility, 5 pursuing and 5 evading
agents, shown in Figure 24(a). The pursuit behaviors tested are: a) basic pursuit, b)
a flank behavior and c) using an intercepting with shared target behavior. Results are
shown in Table III for the various behaviors tested. The basic pursuit again performs
the worst with agents that perform a flank behavior being even more effective. As
in the previous example, using an intercepting behavior along with a shared target
performs the best. Both enhanced behaviors result in the much better performance
than basic pursuit with the highest number of captures and lower average time to
capture. These behaviors among pursuing agents also alert other agents to a target
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that may end up hiding in the crowd, but the subsequent searching in the crowd often
resulted in a capture.
A more complex version of the problem can be seen in Figure 24(b). In this
example, the crowd is composed of 100 members, again with 5 pursuing and 5 evading
agents. The larger crowd acts as dynamic obstacles for the evading agents to hide
behind. An animated screen shot is shown in Figure 24(b). The pursuers are shown
with a smaller, pink view radius and evaders with a larger, blue view radius. This
shows how much more complex the scenario can become and the flexibility of our
system.
In Table IV, results are shown for a scenario similar to the one described in
Figure 24(b) except with pursuing and evading agents having the same view radius.
This allows both sets of agents to react when the other becomes visible. We compare
the evading agents with and without using the crowd in scoring their hiding locations.
It can be seen that with a crowd of this size, filling up a majority of the environment,
using the crowd to hide can be useful. This can be seen in the overall average time
to capture being higher when using the crowd in scoring hiding locations. The other
interesting aspect is that evaders using crowd hiding spend a smaller proportion of
the time being hidden than evaders that do not use crowd hiding. However, overall,
the agents using crowd hiding take longer to be captured as they can get lost in the
crowd making finding them more difficult for the evading agents.
3. Multi-Level Environment
The multi-level environment shown in Figure 25 is a very complex environment con-
sisting of two main floors connected to each other in two ways. One connection is
a long ramp, in the background in the environment shown in Figure 25. The other
connection consists of multiple surfaces ramping up to the second floor. Two basic
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Table IV: Pursuit/Evasion in a crowd of other agents (5 pursuing, 5 evading, 100 in
crowd). Results are shown with and without evading agents using the crowd to hide
in.
Scenario Time to Time Prop. Time
Capture Chasing Hidden
with crowd hiding 2187 2365 0.227
without crowd hiding 1656 2446 0.284
Figure 25: Multi-level environment used to compare behavior types
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Table V: Pursuit/Evasion in a multi-level building example shown in Figure 25
Scenario Num Time Min/Max Min/Max Prop.
Capt. To Time Time Time
Capture Chasing Hidden Hidden
basic 5 784.8 1103/2453 728/1349 0.2428
shared 3 1236 284/1267 1457/3921 0.5082
target
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pursuit behaviors tested are shown in Table V, a basic pursuit and pursuit with a
shared target. It is interesting to note that in this example, sharing a target among
pursuing agents does not result in better performance. In this environment, agents in-
dependently searching the environment increase the chance that the pursuing agents
will trap agents on the upper floor. This reduces the potential for the evading agents
to find valid evasive actions. Agents that are independently searching also reduce the
chance of an evading agent staying in a hiding location for very long.
4. Tag Game
The game of tag played in this scenario is a very simple extension of the standard
pursuit/evasion game. In this scenario, two sets of pursuing agents with the same
capabilities start out with predefined pursuit behaviors. The 25 evading agents in
the environment, shown in Figure 26, have the goal of avoiding both sets of pursuing
agents. Once an evading agent is captured, it becomes part of the capturing agent’s
team and begins executing the same pursuit behavior. In Figure 27, pursuit behavior
comparisons are shown for basic vs basic pursuit, intercepting vs intercepting pursuit,
intercepting vs basic pursuit, and flank vs basic pursuit behaviors in the environment.
We initialize each set of pursuing agents with two pursuers. The numbers shown in
Figure 27 reflect (a) the final number of agents performing the behaviors, and (b) the
average time to complete the game.
When each type of pursuit behavior is tested against the other, on average the
same number of agents ends up in each pursuit group. When comparing intercepting
against basic pursuit behaviors, it can be seen that many more agents end up in the
intercepting behavior group which shows that using a intercepting behavior is much
more effective in this scenario. Another interesting aspect is that when both pursuit
behaviors use an intercepting behavior, the average time until the game is complete
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Figure 26: Pursuit/Evasion applied in a game of tag. Two pursuing agents are
initialized at the corners of the environment and start in each type of behavior. They
then attempt to capture an evading agent which when captured becomes part of the
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P2: pursuit behavior 2
P1: pursuit behavior 1
(a) Captures
Pursuit Strategies


























(b) Time to complete
Figure 27: Pursuit/Evasion applied in a game of tag. Two pursuing agents start in
each type of behavior and attempt to capture an evading agent (initially 25 agents
are evading). An evading agent that is captured becomes part of the pursuing agent’s
team and becomes part of that group and executes the same behavior. The pursuit
behaviors shown are: (B) basic, (I) intercepting, and (F) flank. (a) The final number
of agents in each pursuing agent behavior. (b) The time at which behaviors finish
capturing agents before the time limit is reached. Environment shown in Figure 26.
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(all agents are caught) is much lower, also showing the effectiveness of this pursuit
behavior.
While using an intercepting off behavior results in the most captures, there are
cases where agents are left evading. When agents are equipped with a flank behavior
more agents end up performing a flank behavior than basic pursuit. These examples
show the flank behavior results in better performance overall. This can be seen in
leaving no agents evading and a low time for completion of the game. This is in part
due to agents performing a basic pursuit being assisted by the agents performing the
flank behavior. While some agents may be flanking an evading agent, basic pursuit
agents are able to pursue and take advantage of the flanking agents restricting the
evading agents potential evasive actions.
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CHAPTER VI
APPLICATION FOCUS: EVACUATION PLANNING∗
A. Motivation, Goals and Objectives
Behavioral based evacuation simulations allow for someone to study agents perform-
ing pre-defined evacuation behaviors without having to see these behavior in practice.
The simulated behaviors should, however, be based on actual behaviors that have been
observed. In the case of evacuation planning, the evacuation of an environment can
be studied with different behavioral, environmental and interactive conditions. Our
work in evacuation planning has focused on incorporating interaction with control or
directing agents which may influence how the evacuating agents perform the evacu-
ation. An important focus of this work is to develop these control behaviors, where
one group of agents actively tries to control or direct the movement of another group
of agents, which allows for more complex evacuation scenarios to be studied. The
usage of our general framework also enables us to study more complex environments
than most systems can handle.
The overall goal is to develop an interactive planning and training tool for crowd-
based behaviors of large numbers of interacting agents that supports a variety of
evacuation situations. Realistic simulations for evacuation planning must consider
the behaviors of the (groups of) agents and how these entities interact with each
other. The behavior of agents and groupings of agents can also add a level of accuracy
and detail, which is necessary when studying real world situations. Our focus on the
∗Part of the data reported in this chapter is reprinted with the kind permis-
sion of IEEE from “Behavior-Based Evacuation Planning” in Proc. IEEE Int.
Conf. Robotics and Automation (ICRA), by S. Rodriguez and N. M. Amato, 2010.
Copyright c©2010, IEEE. [26]
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control behaviors allows us to consider some aspects of evacuation scenarios that have
so far not been extensively studied.
While a great deal of work has been done on large-scale multi-agent behavior and
evacuation planning, we present some novel techniques for this problem. The main
contributions of this work include:
• A motion planning inspired formulation of an Evacuation Planning Problem;
• An integrated behavioral agent-based and roadmap-based motion planning sys-
tem that supports interaction with control and directing behaviors;
• Support for customization based on grouping and environmental factors;
• Evacuation in complex 3D environments using a roadmap-based approach;
• Heterogeneous agent populations;
• Incorporating different forms of communication to improve environmental us-
age.
Other approaches to the evacuation planning problem are often restricted to
certain aspects of the problem. We define the problem in a general way to include
evacuation behaviors that can be used, area types that should be considered, grouping
restrictions that may exist and interaction that may occur. One set of behaviors that
we focus on, controlling behaviors, requires cooperation between the directing agents
and the agents that are cooperating. We allow for many kinds of interaction including
intra- and inter- group interactions. This interaction between agents is needed for
many behavioral types and allowing a variable level of cooperation between groups
and coordination within groups can vastly affect the outcome of a scenario being
studied. Our behavior framework is dynamic and includes having behaviors general
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enough to be applicable to a single agent or a group of agents. This will enable
the group of agents performing the behavior to work cooperatively and share goals
from the behavior. Our group hierarchy, which organizes the agents and subgroups,
has been extended such that behaviors can be applied at any point in time and to
groups at any level of the hierarchy. This can help in achieving cooperation and in
reducing computation, where groups at a lower level of the hierarchy can benefit from
computation done at the higher levels and behaviors can be applied periodically.
The system we describe is tunable so different environmental and behavioral con-
ditions can be tested as well as varying the population types in complex environments.
We expect that by looking at this problem from a behavioral, evacuation planning
aspect, it will allow us to further explore cooperative and complex behaviors. We are
able to simulate these evacuation scenarios in complex 3D environments by utilizing
a general roadmap-based approach.
B. Overview of System
1. Problem Definition
We propose a generalized approach for studying the evacuation planning problem.
We first describe the basic problem and then some extensions.
The basic problem can be stated as follows: Given an environment composed of
polygonal obstacles, surfaces and N agents, A = {a1, a2, ..., aN}, in an enclosed area
(EA), find a valid evacuation plan for each ai ∈ A satisfying given constraints. These
constraints (some shown in Figure 28) deal with areas that should be avoided and ar-
eas that evacuation routes can and should pass through. The physical representation
of our environment consists of obstacles in the environment, surfaces that the agent
can move on, valid transitions between these surfaces and a bounding box restricting
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(a) Labeled Example (b) Example Routes
Figure 28: In (a) an example environment is shown where an evacuation planning
problem can be studied. Evacuation agents, shown in blue, are clustered in the lower
room. Exits are labeled E# along walls of the rooms. The safe areas are labeled along
the boundaries. A dangerous area is labeled DA in the second room. A directing agent
is placed in the bottom, right of the lower room. In (b) potential evacuation routes
to safe areas are shown.
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the available area. The simulation is initialized with different sets of agents, which are
deployed at predefined locations and equipped with different behaviors (i.e., evacua-
tion or direction). In our simulations, we can define agents with varying capabilities
and initial conditions.
This most basic form of the problem involves each agent finding a path through
the environment from their starting location through an available exit and finally, to
a safe area. This is similar to the motion planning problem where the objective is to
find a path from a start to goal configuration that avoids obstacles. The evacuation
route that an agent selects when only considering potential exits may be based solely
on distance. A safe area is a region, outside of EA, that is used when generating a
final goal location.
Dangerous areas may exist in the environment that the agents should avoid if
possible. When evaluating paths, while considering these areas, a potential route that
passes through a known dangerous area should be considered less desirable than a
path that is clear of the area. In the case that dangerous areas are unavoidable, then
routes that minimize the intersection with these areas should be most desirable.
In this form of the problem, we assume the agents have shared knowledge. This
includes their knowledge of the environment, areas present and a shared roadmap,
which the agents may use when generating evacuation routes.
Dynamic areas. Dynamic areas can appear at any time and their shape can
alter as the scenario progresses. In actual evacuation scenarios these areas exist
and should be considered in a general framework. One example dynamic area is a
congestion that may occur as too many agents are present. Another example is a
toxic spill, an area which may expand. While we do not consider these areas in this
paper, it is something we are interested in studying.
Grouping. During an evacuation agents may be grouped with other agents.
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This is a key constraint often overlooked in many approaches. This constraint requires
that agents that are grouped to stay within some predefined range of one another
while moving through the environment. This can represent a familial tie or assistance
provided between agents.
Direction. Another key aspect that is often not supported in many evacuation
planning approaches is the ability for one group of agents to direct the evacuating
agents. The directing agents can represent a number of direction types including
barriers or agents that can provide local or global information. Local information can
consist of a nearby exit or safe area to avoid while global information can be many
areas to avoid.
Heterogeneous Agent Knowledge. The agent’s knowledge of each of these
areas and their communication with other agents will effect the evacuation routes
that are generated. An agent can compute an evacuation route with it’s current
knowledge but this route should be updated when the agent’s knowledge changes.
The knowledge an agent has about the environment can be either predefined, observed
or communicated. This can also include having different knowledge about how to
navigate through an environment, which can be represented by varying roadmap
quality.
These different aspects are key to being able to create a general evacuation
planning framework. In the following we will describe in more detail the approaches
we have attempted and think should be supported.
C. Behavior: Evacuation
Agents planning a path to a safe location have to take into account different envi-
ronmental aspects. This includes considering available safe exits, potential danger-
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ous regions, locations that are considered safe and any other subgoals that must be
reached along an evacuation route. The roadmap is well suited for finding these kinds
of paths. Using path evaluation and roadmap re-weighting, paths can be found that
satisfy constraints that are known to an agent.
1. Route Selection
A roadmap can be used to extract a safe path through the environment. A path can
be extracted from the roadmap with the lowest weight (where weights can represent
anything from distance to hazard levels).
Selecting a safe route through the environment, can be done with consideration
to exits and safe areas in the roadmap. An overview of this process is shown in
Algorithm C.1. An illustration of this process in a simple environment is shown in
Figure 28(b).
An agent performing an evacuation behavior uses the safe planning and route
selection techniques. Part of the evacuation behavior involves updating an agents’
information about known dangerous areas. An agent updates it’s own information
when discovering new areas, either by observation or from communication with other
agents. The lowest weight paths are selected. In this way, areas can be avoided by
assigning higher edge weights to areas that have been marked as areas to avoid. This
will prevent routes that pass through these areas from being selected. Groups of
agents can also perform the same evacuation behavior. The agents within this group
then only need to follow along the group evacuation route.
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Algorithm C.1 Route Selection
Input: Agent si, known exits E, known safe areas SA
1: for all e ∈ E do
2: if s.hasMarkedExitAsAvoid(e) then
3: continue
4: end if
5: P1 = findPath( si.getPos(), e.posInArea() )
6: nSA = nearestAvailableSafeArea( e, si )
7: P2 = findPath( e.posInArea(), nSA.posInArea() )
8: P3 = P1 + P2
9: score = evaluateExitRoute( P3 )
10: if score of P3 is best then





The goal of our direction behaviors is to simulate a range of forms of direction that
may exist in a real evacuation. These forms of direction can provide evacuating agents
either local or global information, depending on the capability of the director and the
kind of direction being modeled.
There are a number of ways that direction can be given to agents. Specifically,
as agents are evacuating they may be interested in areas that may be considered
dangerous, exits that should be avoided, and exits that should be preferred. In real
evacuation situations this can be seen in the form of exits routes posted in buildings
or lights representing the direction to evacuate. These could also be physical barriers
preventing passage such as a moveable barrier or police tape. Another example of
this could be cones or flares set up to direct or alert the agents. These forms of
information are easy for humans to process but more difficult to simulate.
Here we describe two of the main mechanisms necessary to direct or steer the
agents:
• Local: Barrier or Agent blocking an exit
• Global: Relaying global or other non-local information
Local direction can be either a barrier or other locally perceived information
provided by an agent. There are two ways to achieve local direction. The simplest
form of local direction is an obstruction in the environment which can be modeled
with an obstacle or obstruction present (i.e., physically preventing passage). In the
second form of local direction, a directing agent can represent a barrier to an exit
by being placed nearby. It may also represent a sign to indicate an unsafe exit or
area nearby. The evacuating agent can then no longer use this exit. An agent is only
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aware of a barrier when within range of the barrier.
Global direction can be information provided such as a goal location or route
guidance beyond the local sensory range of the agent. We model global direction
by allowing the directing agents to provide the evacuating agents with a subset of
full information about specified exits, safe areas or known dangerous areas. The
directing agents are equipped with information about the areas from which they are
directing away. The directors should also be placed to be able to effectively disperse
this direction information. This could be a human or robot directing the evacuating
agents.
By being able to give the evacuating agents that encounter directors more global
and complete information, better evacuation routes can be selected. We model giving
complete information by having the directors make the evacuating agents aware of all
the different areas in the environment of which the encountered director is aware. A
director may be giving full information to the evacuating agents, however the director
may not be aware of all information.
1. Cooperation Between Directors
We attempt to model a realistic form of cooperation by allowing a certain probability
for direction to be accepted. This enables us to simulate agents that may not trust
or accept certain forms of direction. This can include ignoring a barrier or sign that
exists in the environment or even ignoring a police agent. To handle this situation,
a directing agent may have potentially useful information for an evacuating agent,
gi, but a probability, Pd, is assigned which describes the chance that gi will accept
this information. This value, Pd is determined from the effectiveness of the directing
agent and the cooperation value from gi. Depending on the type of interaction that
has taken place (accepting the information or not), gi remembers the encountered
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director for a predefined number of time steps. The interaction is either restricted by
the evacuating agent’s sensory range or by the directional agent’s alert distance.
We also model two forms of director communication. An alert involves providing
information to the evacuating agent and allowing the agent to use the information as
needed (update plan if a better one exists). Assignment allows for a director to guide
the evacuating agent as desired by the director. This is a more active form of direction
and allows for the directing agents to cooperate and coordinate in order to improve
evacuation and better utilize environmental resources (i.e., exits). The interaction
occurring between a director and an evacuating agent along with the cooperation
probability is shown in Figure 29.
An example of cooperative weighted assignment of exits is shown in Algorithm D.1.
In this algorithm, a director attempts to select a good exit for an evacuating agent.
The director considers usage of each exit and computes paths to the exits that the
director is biasing evacuation toward. A weight is then computed for each exit which
considers both the usage of the exits and distance it would take to reach the exit
(with the director’s knowledge of the environment). The director then probabilisti-
cally selects the assigned exit based on the weights generated. Coordination between
directors comes in the form of communicating exit information about the assigned
exit usage. The coordination can also be predefined by the user of the evacuation
planning system by specifying which set of exits each director is biasing evacuation
toward.
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Algorithm D.1 Cooperative Weighted Exit Assignment





2: for ei ∈ Directorj → getExits() do
3: uei = Usageassigned(ei, Utotal)
4: Disti[ei] = restrictedPathToExit(ei, gj)
5: Disttotal+ = Disti[ei]
6: end for
7: compute weights, Wi for i ∈ EX, where





9: select exit probabilistically based on weight
10: re-weight exit usage based on exit selection
E. Evacuation Behavior Extensions
1. Heterogeneous Populations
We attempt to model a range of agent characteristics, shown in Table VI, each af-
fecting some aspect of the evacuation behaviors. While this is not a complete set of
agent characteristics, it is a substantial enough set to give the resulting simulation
very dynamic characteristics. Agent capabilities such as speed and sensory character-
istics affect how an agent moves and what is sensed. The environmental knowledge
of each agent will affect the evacuation routes selected. The areas known to an agent
potentially alter the routes as will the roadmap used by the agent.
There are many behavioral variables that affect an agent. Some of these include
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(a) Assign+Probabilistic (b) Alert+Probabilistic
Figure 29: Forms of direction modeled. (a) An assignment is made by the director.
(b) The director alerts the agent to environmental information.
the amount of cooperation allowed and weighting of dangerous areas by agents.
A number of navigation abilities are given to the agents. The agents use the
roadmap as a guide through the environment, however they do not need to follow
the paths exactly. Reactive avoidance is employed as a low level force rule to avoid
the nearest agent. This is similar to the basic flocking rule [29], considering only
separation to the nearest agent. The level of path optimization done by each agent,
reducing the potential length of the route, is a parameter we allow to be variable
between agents. This also prevents agents that are following a similar path from
appearing to follow the same path.
2. Roadmap Re-weighting
We utilize roadmap re-weighting in a number of ways. This can be used to bias agents
away from certain areas or prevent passage through other areas. A general roadmap
re-weighting algorithm can be seen in Algorithm E.1. In this example algorithm, the
nodes in the roadmap within range of any of the areas in the area list will have the
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Table VI: Heterogeneous agent properties considered in this work.
Agent capabilities:
- speed capabilities: velocity, acceleration
- sensory capabilities: view radius, angle
Behavioral variables:
- cooperation – between/with directors
- roadmap sharing
- dangerous areas weighting (bravery parameter)
Environmental Knowledge:
- Known areas (exits, safe areas, dangerous areas)
- Roadmap information: mapping, quality, etc
Navigation abilities:
- agent reactive avoidance - near agent avoid
- path optimization – urgency
edge weight to all neighboring nodes modified byW . The modification to the roadmap
edges can be by either a predefined value or some scaling factor of the edges previous
weight. The agents use this re-weighting scheme to avoid nodes in the roadmap near
dangerous areas or exits marked as to avoid that are known to the agent.
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Algorithm E.1 Roadmap Re-weight
Input: Roadmap Rdmp, area list AL, weight W
1: for all r ∈ AL do
2: for all node ∈ Rdmp→ getNodes() do
3: if r → inRange(node) then




3. Weighted Path Parameterization
Another re-weighting parameter we look at is the cost of passage. Whereas the
normal weighting of dangerous areas is to make the weights in the roadmap so high
that passage is infeasible, there are situations where passage through a dangerous
area is needed. In this situation, portions of the roadmap that pass through the
dangerous areas are scaled by a factor (unique to each agent). A low scaling factor
will make passage through these areas slightly less desirable where as a high scaling
factor makes passage unlikely.
4. Path Sharing
A shared roadmap between evacuating agents is beneficial to better utilize the envi-
ronment. This can be used to help the agents make intelligent decisions that human
agents may make with little effort. These can be about areas of the environment that
are overused or potential exits that may lead to quick evacuation. In using roadmap
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re-weighting to select better paths, an agent that has selected an evacuation route
will then scale that route in the roadmap by some pre-defined value. This will make
the edges along that route seem somewhat more or less desirable (depending on the
scaling factor) to the next agent selecting a route.
5. Path Optimization
After an agent extracts an evacuation route, the path can be smoothed to make it more
natural and reduce the distance the agent will have to travel through the environment.
We define the amount that the agents attempt to smooth the paths through agent
parameters. In this way, agents can be given a high sense of urgency by heavily
smoothing paths whereas agents with less urgency may do less path smoothing.
F. Experimental Results
We have selected a number of examples to show the versatility of our evacuation
planning techniques. The examples range from simple examples used to illustrate our
planning potential to more complex and intricate planning scenarios.
1. 2D Examples
The time reported is the number of time steps required to have all agents either
evacuate the area or reach a predefined safe location averaged over ten trial runs.
a. Rooms Environment
The examples, shown in Figure 30 with results in Table VII, illustrate many of the
capabilities of our evacuation planning system, some unique to our approach. This
environment consists of two rooms with a number of area types available, depending
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(a) Full Evacuation
(b) With direction away
from exit
(c) With direction away
from exit and safe area
(d) Same as (c),
with grouping
(e) With direction away
from dangerous area
Figure 30: Different forms of evacuation problem
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Table VII: Different forms of evacuation problem







(a) 112 164 1.0933 1.1457 1.0010
(b) 176 326 1.1165 1.1454 2.0849
(c) 176 497 1.1138 1.1588 3.1219
(d) 168 688 1.0652 1.1404 3.1955
(e) 176 510 1.0897 1.1499 3.3723
on the scenario. The area types include three exits in the main room, two safe areas
(at the bottom and right of the environment), and a potential dangerous area in the
second room. Thirty evacuating agents begin the simulation clustered at the center
of the lower room. A full evacuation is shown in scenario (a) and in (b)-(e) a director
is present to guide evacuation.
In scenario (b) the director prevents passage from two exits (on the lower and
right walls of the room) resulting in the agents selecting the lower safe area. The
director in (c) prevents passage from the same two exits but also relays global infor-
mation of the lower safe area no longer being available. Scenario (d) is the same as (c)
but with grouping of agents. The director in (e) is the same as in (c) and (d), but also
relays global information about the dangerous area. While the number of time steps
required to evacuate the initial room does not vary much, the amount of time needed
to reach the safe area does change depending on the environmental parameters.
The fourth and fifth columns in Table VII compare the ratio of minimum dis-
tances to the nearest exit or safe area when finding a path using the agent roadmap
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Figure 31: The first floor of a building to test variants of evacuation.
versus an approximation of the shortest distance. This approximation is computed
from a roadmap whose nodes are densely sampled on a grid. The last column is
a ratio of the actual distance traveled by the agents compared to the approximate
shortest distance to any safe area. This shows that the agents plan in order to sat-
isfy increasing constraints. These ratios also show that the roadmap is adequate in
approximating potential paths through the environment.
b. Evacuation Variants
This experiment shows how evacuation can be effected by varying the parameters
of the planning problem. We show evacuation results for agents evacuating a build-
ing under different conditions. The test environment is the first floor of a building
at Texas A&M University, Figure 31. Evacuating agents are randomly placed in
rooms throughout the building. The agents try to evacuate the building, utilizing the
roadmap to find paths to safe areas. We are able to look at many different scenar-
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Table VIII: Evacuation scenarios with varying forms of direction.
Scenario GE LE Evac. Time
E4, D0 1568
E3, D0 1585
E3, D1, LNE1 A 2051
E3, D2, LNE1 A,B 4009
E3, D2, GNE2 A,B 3574
E3, D4, GNE2 A,B,C,D 2215
E3, D5, GNE2 A,B,C,D,E 2182
E3, D3, 1-GNE2, 2-LNE1 F A,B 3074
E3, D5, 1-GNE2, 4-LNE1 F A,B,C,H 2188
ios. We show experimental results with 500 agents evacuating the first floor, varying
the number of available exits, the amount and type of direction given during the
evacuation and which exits, if any, are restricted.
In Table VIII, evacuation under different conditions are shown. E# represents
the number of exits available for the evacuating agents to select from. D# is the
number of direction points present in the environment directing the agents away
from exits (essentially making some exits unavailable). NE# is the number of exits
that the direction points are steering evacuating agents away from with L/G used to
denote whether the directing agents give local or global information. The GE and LE
columns indicate the locations of the global and local directing agents, respectively.
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Exit locations are shown, labeled e1−4. All the scenarios use e1−3 and the first scenario
also uses e4.
Here we try to highlight some of the main results. In the second scenario (noted
with LNE1), local direction is provided to evacuating agents in the form of barriers.
The information is to avoid the nearest exit. In the case of one directing agent (D1),
the barrier blocks one of the main exits and with two directing agents (D2), both
lower exits are blocked which results in evacuation through the last available exit. By
only giving local information, evacuating agents may end up selecting two bad exits
before learning that the last exit is the only exit available. The effect on evacuation
can be seen as the evacuation time increases greatly.
We also tested the effects of having directing agents provide global information
to the evacuating agents (noted with GNE2). These directing agents inform the evac-
uating agents of the two exits to avoid. In this way, they are able to act as intelligent
directing agents and direct the evacuation to the correct exit in the environment.
This creates a better flow during evacuation. The benefits of increasing the number
of directing agents can be seen as the evacuation time decreases.
We also tested the evacuation with a mixture of directing agents that provide
global and local information. It is interesting to note that by placing local direction
at certain locations in the environment and placing the global directing agent in a
high traffic area we are able to come close to an evacuation time where five global
directors are present.
2. Regrouping to Safe Areas
In this scenario, agents are dispersed around an environment (shown in Figure 32)
and regroup to safe locations defined in a building. Evacuation results are shown in
Table IX for four different scenarios. In the first scenario, the agents regroup to the
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Figure 32: Test environments used for regrouping example.
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Table IX: Regrouping to predefined locations
Scenario Evac. Time Reach Time
Basic Regroup 845 1475
Partial blockage of Lower Corridor 1425 2306
Full Block of Lower Corridor 1383 2490
Full Block of Lower Corridor (Grouping) 1448 2747
nearest safe area. In the second example, directing agents are placed at exits E3 and
E5 to simulate a partial blockage of the corridor. The result is that the agents still
use both safe areas while not passing through the blocked corridor. In the third and
fourth scenario, two advanced directing agents are placed at the locations shown in
Figure 32 near E3 and E5. These agents, with a larger alert radius inform evacuating
agents of the dangerous areas present in the corridor. The result is that the agents
regroup at the safe areas near the upper corridor in the environment.
3. Complex 3D Examples
We present results in two example environments under a number of simulation con-
ditions. The first environment is a symmetrical three level building and the second
environment also consists of three levels but is much more complex. All examples
show 500 agents evacuating and considering environmental and interaction conditions
dictated by the scenario. Evacuation times reported are in number of simulated time
steps averaged over ten trial runs. Agents equipped with heterogeneous parameters
have values centered around specifications of the homogeneous agent parameters.
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4. Basic 3 Level Building
Figure 33: A basic 3-level building example.
The first environment tested is shown in Figure 33. The third level of this
environment has two stairways to the second level which has six available exits and
three safe areas. Due to the nature of the environment, agents are biased toward exits
1–4 because safe areas are nearby and the stair wells lead to areas near the exit. A
safe area is also located near exit 5. Exit 6 is somewhat out of the way with no safe
area located near by.




(C) shared roadmap between evacuating agents,
(D) heterogeneous agents with differing knowledge,
(E) 2 blocking agents,
(F) 2 cooperating directors, and
(G) 2 cooperating directors with cooperation parameter of 0.95.
In all the scenarios considered, each agent is equipped with full environmental knowl-
edge except in scenario (D). The scenarios with directors are blocking exits 4 and 5.
Resulting evacuation time and exit usage for each scenario is shown in Table X.
It is interesting to note that in scenario (A), with homogeneous agents selecting
the shortest possible route, the evacuation time is minimized. This could be consid-
ered ideal conditions, however the agents almost completely ignore an available exit.
Just equipping the agents with heterogeneous parameters, (B), causes the evacuation
time to increase greatly. While agents sharing a roadmap, (C), causes the evacuation
time to increase, it also results in a more even usage of the environment, shown by the
exit usage. Similar usage occurs when the agents have differing knowledge, represent-
ing conditions where agents in an environment may not always know a building’s floor
plan but rather have knowledge of areas they passed through while in the building. In
(E), agents that encounter the blockade then proceed to their nearest available exit.
Another interesting aspect is that when cooperating directing agents are included, a
more even usage of the environment is seen. This can be seen in the exit usage results
shown in Table X and Figure 34 .
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Table X: Results showing evacuation under different scenarios in basic 3-level building
shown in Figure 33.
Exit Usage
Scenario Evac. 1 2 3 4 5 6
Time
(A) 2040 115 70 52 152 112 0.1
(B) 2814 107 71 54 148 112 0.1
(C) 3605 97 96 76 122 72 37
(D) 3260 91 84 72 113 102 39
(E) 3382 163 77 235 0 0 26
(F) 3961 175 143 118 0 0 64
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Figure 34: Exit usage in basic 3-level building example.
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Figure 35: A complex 3-level building example.
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5. 3 Level Building
This environment, shown in Figure 35 without walls, consists of many rooms, passages
and stairwells between levels. There are also five exits to two available safe areas.
Exit 2 and 4 are the most heavily used as these are the main passages to an exit for
agents in the upper levels in the environment. Resulting evacuation time and exit
usage is shown in Table XI and Figure 36. There is a stairwell near Exit 1 between
the first and second floor.
The scenarios considered here are:
(A) homogeneous agents,
(B) heterogeneous agents,
(C) shared roadmap, heterogeneous agents, and
(D) 3 cooperating directing agents blocking off one exit, heterogeneous agents.
All agents are equipped with full environmental knowledge. In (D), the directing
agents (one per floor) are all guiding agents away from an exit near a corner stair well.
Again, we can show that a heterogeneous set of agents evacuates slower than a group
of agents with the same capabilities. This represents scenarios where some agents
are in a hurry and some unaffected by the situation. Agents sharing information
(C) are able to make better usage of the environment, also a common situation seen
in the real world where some people are willing to take a longer route in order to
avoid congestion as shown in Figure 36. In fact, many agents select routes that avoid
the more heavily used exits (2 and 4). Including directors (D), allows the agents to
avoid the exit in question (Exit 4) however some agents do get near enough that it is
considered reached in our usage metric.
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Table XI: Results showing evacuation under different scenarios in complex 3-level
building example shown in Figure 35.
Exit Usage
Scenario Evac. 1 2 3 4 5
Time
(A) 3577 25 176 92 205 0
(B) 4375 22 209 77 185 6
(C) 6653 138 158 99 68 35
(D) 9850 107 297 86 1.4 6
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Figure 36: Exit usage in complex 3-level building example.
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6. Stadium Example
To show how our system can extend to much more complex scenarios, an example
evacuation of a stadium is shown in Figure 37. This scenario consists of 20,000
agents evacuating from a stadium using our roadmap-based approach. The agents
initially start on the bleachers and plan paths to areas outside of the stadium, on the
boundary of the environment. Screen shots as the evacuation progresses is shown in
Figure 37(a)-(d). This example is interesting because it is of a much larger scale than
many of our other examples and shows an evacuation of a very complex structure. In
fact, some approaches focus solely on evacuation of a stadium but simulate this on
a very simplified network graph structure with just over 200 links representing the
entire environment [20]. An important aspect is that our shared path re-weighting
scheme extends to crowds of this size. Our roadmap-based approach is also flexible
enough to adequately map an environment of this complexity.
7. Examples of Impact of Environment on Pedestrian Flow
In this section we show simulation results when varying portions of the environment.
Our system can be used to evaluate the result of environmental changes on the evac-
uation process. This capability would allow for our system to be used as a validation
tool in the design process of buildings and other structures. It could also be extended
to show how an environment is used when agents are performing normal everyday
behaviors and give insight as to how the environment can be improved for better
utilization. This is an important application which further expands the usefulness of
our system as a design tool. We present results for two simulated environments, a
stadium and office building.
In the first enviornment, the stadium example, we tested varying the environment
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(a) Initial Setup (b) time step: 432
(c) time step: 854 (d) time step: 1506
Figure 37: Stadium evacuation of 20,000 agents with heterogeneous parameters.
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(a) width 1 (b) width 2 (c) width 3 (d) width 4
(e) width 5 (f) width 6 (g) width 7
Figure 38: Different versions of the stadium with varying access widths (between 1
and 7 units). This is an example where the design of the environment impacts the
speed at which the agents can travel.
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Figure 39: Stadium evacuation of one side of the stadium varying the access width
from 1–7 units.
where 4000 agents would attempt to evacuate one side of a stadium under different
conditions. The agents have maximum velocities between 2 and 4 units per time step.
In Figure 39, the speed of agents evacuating one side of a stadium (for a single access)
shown under varying environmental conditions. An example of the different access
sizes is shown in Figure 38(a)–(g) with the smallest access size having a width of 1
unit and the largest access size having a width of 7 units. In Figure 39, it can be
seen that as the size of the access width increases, the speed that agents can navigate
through the access increases until a width of 4 units, at which point the average speed
decreases and then levels off. In this environment, this shows that at a certain point,
increasing navigable space does not necessarily increase the speed at which agents
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can move over the surface.
Varying the environment was also tested in an office building example where a
single stairwell is used for evacuation and the size of the stairwell is progressively
decreased. In this example 200 agents were placed on the second level of the office
building and would evacuate to a safe area on the boundary of the environment,
requiring them to travel through the only available stairwell. The different stairwell
sizes are shown in Figure 40(a). The speed at which the agents can navigate over
the stairwell surfaces is shown in Figure 40(b) with Stairwell A being the widest and
Stairwell D being the most narrow. It is interesting to see that the speed that agents
navigate over the surface actually increases as the width decreases. This is due to the
fact that the agents must organize themselves before they use the stairwell as shown
in Figure 41. When the stairwell is wide enough, as in Stairwell A, more collision is
occurring between agents trying to move at faster speeds causing the overall speed
of agents to be reduced over the surface being measured. This is also supported in
Figure 40(c) in that the overall evacuation time shows an increasing trend when the
simulation is run varying between Stairwell A to D.
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(a) Stairwell Types
(b) Type vs Speed
(c) Type vs Evacuation Time
Figure 40: Office building example with varying types of stairwells (a) (varying the
width of a single stairwell) to see effect on (b) overall average speed of the agents and
(c) evacuation time.
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Figure 41: Congestion occurring before agents enter stairwell. This congestion is




CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, a roadmap-based approach to simulating multi-agent group behavior is
presented. The roadmap is a flexible, abstract representation and allows for easily
handling complex environments. Our system includes aspects of multi-agent behavior
required for the applications we focus on. This includes dynamic behaviors, visibility
restricted by the environment, heterogeneous parameters for agents (for varying agent
populations) and utilization of the roadmap beyond simple navigation. Our applica-
tion focus is on pursuit-evasion and evacuation planning. These scenarios allow us to
investigate different aspects of multi-agent group behavior which require cooperation
and coordination between agents.
In Chapter III, we reviewed aspects of our multi-agent system. This included
parameters that define the system including agents, behaviors, forces on agents, the
entire simulation cycle and our visibility model. Each of these components affects
the system and is highly tunable to allow for each aspect to be studied and varied
as needed. The roadmap in our system allows us to handle complex environments
by encoding the problem in a general way so that the agents and behaviors operate
in the same way regardless of the complexity of the environment. The way paths
are extracted and used affects the movement of the agents but can be optimized as
needed. Metrics were also described for validating our agent motion model.
Search, clearing and tracking strategies are described in Chapter IV. The search
and clearing strategies allow us to test how well an environment can be searched by a
group of agents and the coordination required to do this. The level search strategies
are dependent on the quality of the roadmap which will dictate where and how well
each level is covered and the paths that can be taken through the roadmap. Our
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tracking model is also dependent on the mapping of the environment but allows the
agents to make intelligent decisions about where to search for agents that have left
their field-of-view.
The pursuit-evasion application, covered in Chapter V, includes search, pursuit
and evasion behaviors. Our pursuit and evasion behaviors can be used in complex
3D environments as well as simple 2D environments. The extended scenarios we have
been able to study include buildings, terrains, and crowds. We include an evasion
behavior description which is important because many approaches assume only a
clearing problem where the evader can move arbitrarily fast and are only interested
in generating pursuit strategies which guarantee to capture the evader if one exists. In
our framework, we can vary the capabilities of both the pursuing and evading agents
to compare types of agents and add another level or realism. The level of capabilities
can also be varied by the roadmap, for example in the level search strategies to clear
buildings.
Our evacuation framework was described in Chapter VI. This included evacua-
tion and controlling agent behaviors. The way we model cooperation in our framework
is an important aspect. Between evacuating agents, the roadmap can be used to co-
operate by sharing and re-weighting paths that an agent is planning to use. The
directing agents are able to cooperate both within the directing group and with the
evacuating agents. The directors attempt to guide agents to use the environment
evenly. A cooperation parameter allows agents to decide whether or not they will
accept direction information. Overall, we have been able to study complex evacua-
tion scenarios in large scale environments where many approaches are restricted to
2D scenarios.
In the future, our system would ideally be used as a training system to develop
strategies (search, pursuit, and evacuation strategies) and for building validation to
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ensure proper design (evacuation planning). Studying the pursuit-evasion application
would allow search strategies to be developed for search and rescue where the envi-
ronment needs to be cleared or an unknown number of targets need to be found. It
can also be used to develop strategies for guarding an area, for example a building or
museum. Pursuit-evasion has natural extensions to games, graphics, virtual environ-
ments and studying natural hunting scenarios. The evacuation planning scenarios can
be used for a number of strategies as well. It can be used in evacuation or emergency
training in order to train for the best plan of action given the personnel available. It
can also be used in planning or design of buildings to improve and validate design.
Our system is flexible enough to handle these scenarios. Given our pluggable behav-
ioral framework, our system can be used anytime a simulation is needed that requires
agents in a realistic environment, cooperating and performing complex tasks. In the
future, we would like to extend our system to many other virtual settings.
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